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Abstract

To a Legendrian knot, one can associate an A8 category, the augmentation category.

An exact Lagrangian cobordism between two Legendrian knots gives a functor of

the augmentation categories of the two knots. We study the functor and establish a

long exact sequence relating the corresponding cohomology of morphisms of the two

ends. As applications, we prove that the functor between augmentation categories is

injective on the level of equivalence classes of objects and find new obstructions to

the existence of exact Lagrangian cobordisms in terms of linearized contact homology

and ruling polynomials.

As a related project, we study exact Lagrangian fillings of Legendrian p2, nq

links. For a Legendrian p2, nq torus knot or link with maximal Thurston–Bennequin

number, Ekholm, Honda, and Kálmán [EHK16] constructed Cn exact Lagrangian

fillings, where Cn is the n–th Catalan number. We show that these exact Lagrangian

fillings are pairwise non–isotopic through exact Lagrangian isotopy. To do that, we

compute the augmentations induced by the exact Lagrangian fillings L to Z2rH1pLqs

and distinguish the resulting augmentations.
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1

Introduction

Low–dimensional topology studies global properties of three– and four–dimensional

geometric spaces. As powerful tools from algebra, analysis, geometry and physics

were poured into the field, low–dimensional topology was rapidly developed in the

last century. Currently, one of the standard approaches to low–dimensional topology

is to apply tools from symplectic geometry. Originating from physics, symplectic

geometry uses geometric and analytic methods to study symplectic manifolds, which

are even–dimensional manifolds endowed with a closed non–degenerate 2–form. The

analogous odd–dimensional manifolds are called contact manifolds. What I am in-

terested in is called symplectic and contact topology, which studies global behaviors

of symplectic and contact manifolds. Thanks to Gromov’s introduction of the tech-

niques of holomorphic curves in symplectic and algebraic geometry in the 1980’s,

symplectic and contact topology has undergone a revolution over the past three

decades. One of the main effects is the development of Symplectic Field Theory

[EGH00], which uses the Floer theory of holomorphic curves to find invariants of

contact and symplectic manifolds as well as special knots in contact manifolds, the

Legendrian knots.
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In 2009, Nadler and Zaslow [NZ09] found a remarkable correspondence between

the category of sheaves on a manifold and the derived Fukaya category of Lagrangians

in the cotangent bundle of the manifold. This Nadler–Zaslow correspondence relates

symplectic geometry to algebraic geometry (especially homological mirror symmetry)

through sheaf theory. In 2014, Legendrian knots was introduced into the picture

through the construction of a category of constructible sheaves for Legendrian knots

[STZ]. Analogous to the Nadler–Zaslow correspondence, a correspondence between

the STZ sheaves category and the augmentation category, a category built on the

holomorphic curves theory, was proven by Ng, Rutherford, Shende, Sivek and Zaslow

[NRS`15]. This surprising connection between sheaf theory and contact topology

allows one to solve questions in one field through techniques from the other field,

which is a fresh perspective. Both sheaf theory and contact topology are relatively

well developed but the techniques in the two fields are quite different from each

other. I am interested in understanding how the topological techniques on the contact

topology side and the algebraic techniques on the sheaf theory side correspond to

each other as well as how they may interact with each other. Along this direction, I

did two related projects as in Section 1.1 and Section 1.2.

1.1 Exact Lagrangian cobordism and the augmentation category

Specifically, a contact structure on R3 is a completely non–integrable 2–plane field.

The contact structure we use is called the standard contact structure ξ on R3,

which is the the kernel of the 1–form α “ dz ´ ydx as shown in Figure 1.1. A

Legendrian submanifold in pR3, ξq is a 1–dimensional submanifold in R3 that is

tangent to the 2–plane field ξ everywhere.

In geometric topology, given two knots in R3, an interesting object to study is

a surface in R3 ˆ r0, 1s connecting the two knots, called a cobordism. There is an

analogous object in contact topology. Let Λ` and Λ´ be Legendrian submanifolds

2



Figure 1.1: The standard contact structure in R3.

in the standard contact manifold pR3, ξ “ kerαq. An exact Lagrangian cobordism

Σ from Λ´ to Λ` is a 2–dimensional surface in the symplectization of R3 that has

cylindrical ends over Λ` and Λ´ with some properties. See Figure 1.2 for a schematic

picture and Definition 2.3.1 for a detailed description.

t
Λ`

Σ

Λ´

N

´N

Figure 1.2: A Lagrangian cobordism Σ from Λ´

to Λ` lies in the symplectization of R3, which is
`

Rt ˆ R3, dpetαq
˘

. The vertical direction is the t

direction and each horizontal plane is R3. Two

Legendrian submanifolds Λ` and Λ´ sit inside dif-

ferent R3 with t coordinates N and ´N , respec-

tively.

A natural question to ask is given two Legendrian knots Λ` and Λ´ in pR3, kerαq,

is there an exact Lagrangian cobordism Σ in
`

RˆR3, dpetαq
˘

from Λ´ to Λ`? If we

forget about the exact Lagrangian condition and consider topological cobordisms,

this question is easy. Any pair of knots can be connected by a cobordism. Because

of the additional geometric structure exact Lagrangian cobordism has, the ques-

tion above is hard to answer in general. Instead of answering it directly, we try to

find relations between Legendrian knots that are connected by an exact Lagrangian

cobordism. If two given Legendrian knots do not satisfy such relations, there does

3



not exist an exact Lagrangian cobordism between them. In this way, we can give

obstructions to the existence of exact Lagrangian cobordisms.

Several obstructions have been made. Chantraine [Cha10] first gave an obstruc-

tion in terms of the Thurston–Bennequin number (see Section 2.1 for definition).

Thurston–Bennequin number is a canonical invariant of Legendrian knots, denoted

by tbpΛq. Chantraine gave a relationship as following:

tbpΛ`q ´ tbpΛ´q “ ´χpΣq, (1.1)

where χpΣq is the Euler characteristic of the surface Σ. If Λ` and Λ´ are single

component knots, note that ´χpΣq is non–negative. Therefore, if two Legendrian

knots Λ` and Λ´ satisfies tbpΛ`q ă tbpΛ´q, there does not exist an exact Lagrangian

cobordism from Λ´ to Λ`.

Another obstruction is given by Cornwell, Ng and Sivek [CNS16] based on a key

property of exact Lagrangian cobordisms from the work of [EHK16]. Chekanov–

Eliashberg differential graded algebra (DGA) is one of the most useful structural

invariants of Legendrian knots. First introduced by Chekanov [Che02b] and Eliash-

berg [Eli98] in the spirit of Symplectic Field Theory [EGH00], the DGA associated to

a Legendrian knot is a graded algebra over a field F equipped with a differential (See

Section 2.2 for a detailed definition). Ekholm, Honda and Kálmán [EHK16] showed

that an exact Lagrangian Σ from Λ´ to Λ` induces a DGA map from the DGA of Λ`

to the DGA of Λ´. This gives a category functor from the category whose objects

are Legendrian knots and morphisms are exact Lagrangian cobordisms to a category

whose objects are DGAs and morphisms are DGA maps.

CpLegendrian knots,Exact Lagrangian cobordismsq Ñ CpDGAs,DGA mapsq

When Λ´ is empty, Σ is an exact Lagrangian filling of Λ`. It gives a DGA map from

the DGA of Λ` to the trivial DGA pF, 0q, which is an augmentation of DGApΛ`q

4



(see Section 2.2.3 for a detailed definition). Moreover, suppose that Σ is an exact

Lagrangian cobordism from Λ´ to Λ` and Λ´ has an augmentation ε´. We can

compose the DGA map DGApΛ`q Ñ DGApΛ´q induced by Σ and ε´ : DGApΛ´q Ñ

pF, 0q to get an augmentation ε` of Λ`. This gives an obstruction of the existence

of exact Lagrangian cobordisms as follows. If Λ´ has an augmentation but Λ` does

not have an augmentation, then there is no exact Lagrangian cobordism from Λ´ to

Λ`.

Further obstructions were explored in a lot of work including [BST15], [ST13],

[BS] and [CDRGG15] using generating families and Floer theory.

We will give new obstructions using the augmentation category (See Chapter 3).

Inspired by the derived Fukaya category [NZ09] for symplectic 4–manifolds whose ob-

jects are exact Lagrangian submanifolds, Ng, Rutherford, Shende, Sivek and Zaslow

[NRS`15] constructed an A8 category, the augmentation category Aug`pΛq, for a

Legendrian knot Λ based on the work of Bourgeois and Chantraine [BC14]. Objects

of Aug`pΛq are augmentations of the DGA of Λ. An exact Lagrangian cobordism

Σ from a Legendrian knot Λ´ to a Legendrian knot Λ` induces an augmentation

category map from Aug`pΛ´q to Aug`pΛ`q. This gives a category functor:

CpLegendrian knots,Exact Lagrangian cobordismsq Ñ CpAug`pΛq,Aug` mapsq.

One of my main results shows that this augmentation category map has a surprisingly

nice algebraic property.

Theorem 1.1.1 ([Pan16a]). The augmentation category map induced by an exact

Lagrangian cobordism is injective on objects level. Moreover, its induced map on

cohomology categories is faithful and is fully faithful when the Euler characteristic of

the surface is 0. (see Chapter 3 for definitions of cohomology category, faithful and

fully faithful.)
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Not all of possible algebraic augmentation category maps have this injective prop-

erty. Theorem 1.1.1 is true for the augmentation category map fΣ induced by an

exact Lagrangian cobordism Σ because of the geometric information it carries. We

approach this theorem by understanding the augmentation category map fΣ through

symplectic geometry. Focusing on the augmentation category map restricted on mor-

phisms, denoted by fΣ as well, we find a geometric interpretation of fΣ by studying

the wrapped Floer homology of the 2–copy of Σ. The wrapped Floer homology for

Lagrangian cobordisms was recently introduced by Chantraine, Dimitroglou Rizell,

Ghiggini and Golovko [CDRGG15] in the spirit of Symplectic Field Theory. They

associated to a pair of exact Lagrangian cobordisms a chain complex, called the

Cthulhu chain complex, whose differential counts holomorphic disks with boundary

on the union of cobordisms (see Chapter 4). We construct a special pair of exact

Lagrangian cobordisms, which is the 2–copy of Σ, and investigate the differential of

its Cthulhu chain complex. Inspired by [EES09], through studying the degeneration

of holomorphic disks with boundary on the 2–copy of Σ into generalized disks on Σ,

which are given by holomorphic disks and gradient flows on Σ, we prove that a part

of the differential of the Cthulhu chain complex (a geometric map) is the same as fΣ

(an algebraic map). Applying the work of [CDRGG15] to the 2–copy of Σ, we obtain

a long exact sequence involving morphisms in Aug`pΛ`q, morphisms in Aug`pΛ´q

and the relative cohomologies H˚pΣ,Λ´q. Due to the special pair of cobordisms

constructed, we attain more information about the morphisms of the corresponding

augmentation categories than a long exact sequence. Combining with the algebraic

information of the augmentation category, we prove Theorem 1.1.1.

If Σ is an exact Lagrangian cobordism from Λ´ to Λ`, Theorem 1.1.1 shows that

Λ` can not have less augmentations than Λ´. This obstruction is a generalization

of the obstruction given in [CNS16]. However, the amount of augmentations is

relatively hard to compute. Alternately, we combine Theorem 1.1.1 with the notation

6



of homotopy cardinality [NRSS] and give the following inequality in terms of ruling

polynomial (Section 5.5.3).

Theorem 1.1.2 ([Pan16a]). If there is an exact Lagrangian cobordism from Λ´ to

Λ`, their ruling polynomials RΛ´pxq and RΛ`pxq satisfy that

RΛ´pq
1{2
´ q´1{2

q ď q´χpΣq{2RΛ`pq
1{2
´ q´1{2

q,

for any q that is a power of a prime number.

In addition, we obtain a strict relation between Λ` and Λ´, which is a gener-

alization of Seidel’s Isomorphism [Sei08, DR16]. This gives a strong obstruction to

the existence of exact Lagrangian cobordisms that recovers Chantraine’s obstruction
`

the relation (1.1)
˘

.

Theorem 1.1.3 ([Pan16a]). If there is an exact Lagrangian cobordism Σ from Λ´ to

Λ`, their linearized contact homologies (see Section 2.2.3) LCH
ε´
k pΛ´q and LCH

ε`
k pΛ`q

over a field F satisfy that

LCH
ε`
k pΛ`q – LCH

ε´
k pΛ´q ‘ F´χpΣqr0s,

where F´χpΣqr0s denotes a vector space over F in degree 0.

Both the ruling polynomial and the linearized contact homology are very easy to

compute. Calculations of these invariants for small crossing Legendrian knots have

been done in the atlas of [CN13]. Examples below show that Theorem 1.1.2 and

Theorem 1.1.3 give new effective obstructions to the existence of exact Lagrangian

cobordisms.

As an example for Theorem 1.1.2, Figure 1.3 gives two Legendrian knots Λ and Λ0

of the knot type 946 and unknot, respectively. They both have Thurston–Bennequin

number ´1 and there is an exact Lagrangian cobordism from Λ0 to Λ. By Theorem

7



Λ Λ0

Figure 1.3: Legendrian knots of knot type 946 and unknot.

1.1.2, there does not exist an exact Lagrangian cobordism from Λ to Λ0 because

the ruling polynomials for them are 2 and 1, respectively. It leads to the fact that

Lagrangian concordance is not a symmetric relation. This fact was first proven by

Chantraine [Cha15] using the A8 structure built in [BC14]. Cornwell, Ng and Sivek

[CNS16] gave another proof using the existence of normal rulings. Here we give a

new and simpler proof to Chantraine’s result.

As an example for Theorem 1.1.3, Figure 1.4 shows two Legendrian knots Λ1 and

Λ2 of smooth knot type 41 and 61, respectively. There is a topological cobordism

between 41 and 61 with genus 1. The Thurston–Bennequin numbers of Λ1 and Λ2 are

´3 and ´5, respectively, and thus the Thurston–Bennequin number relation given

in (1.1) does not give an obstruction. Therefore, there is a possibility to exist an

exact Lagrangian cobordism from Λ2 to Λ1 with genus 1. However, the Poincaré

polynomials of linearized contact homology for Λ1 and Λ2 are t´1` 2t and 2t´1` 3t,

respectively. According to Theorem 1.1.3, the Poincaré polynomials of linearized

contact homology of Λ` and Λ´ agree on all degrees except 0. Thus, we have the

following proposition.

Proposition 1.1.4 ([Pan16a]). There does not exist an exact Lagrangian cobordism

with Maslov number 0 from Λ2 to Λ1, where Λ1 and Λ2 are shown in Figure 1.4.
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Λ1 Λ2

Figure 1.4: Legendrian knots Λ1 and Λ2 of knot type 41 and 61, respectively.

1.2 Exact Lagrangian fillings of Legendrian p2, nq torus links

When the negative end Λ´ of an exact Lagrangian cobordism Σ is empty, we get an

exact Lagrangian filling of Λ` as shown in Figure 1.5. By the functoriality of the

Chekanov–Eliashberg DGA with respect to exact Lagrangian cobordisms [EHK16] as

stated before, an exact Lagrangian filling of Λ induces an augmentation of the DGA

of Λ. Moreover, isotopic exact Lagrangian fillings give homotopic augmentations.

This illustrates an exciting connection between exact Lagrangian fillings (geometric

objects) and augmentations (algebraic objects). Indeed, there is a map from the

Fukaya category to the augmentation category that maps objects (exact Lagrangian

fillings) to objects (augmentations) and morphisms to morphisms.

Λ

L

Figure 1.5: A picture of an exact Lagrangian filling.

In general, it is hard to construct exact Lagrangian fillings for Legendrian knots.

However, Ekholm, Honda and Kálmán [EHK16] exhibited a way to construct ex-

act Lagrangian fillings for Legendrian positive braid closures. They introduced a
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sequence of moves to resolve the diagram of a Legendrian positive braid closure,

and showed that each move corresponds to an exact Lagrangian cobordism. Con-

catenating the cobordisms corresponding to each move, they constructed an exact

Lagrangian filling for the Legendrian knot.

b1 b2 b3

a1

a2

Figure 1.6: The Lagrangian projection of the Legendrian trefoil.

We will illustrate this construction in an example of the Legendrian trefoil, which

is the p2, 3q torus knot. First project it to the xy–plane and get a Lagrangian projec-

tion as shown in Figure 1.6. There are two types of moves in [EHK16]: the pinch move

(corresponding to a saddle cobordism) and the minimum cobordism (corresponding

to a disk). These two moves are shown in Figure 1.7 in terms of Lagrangian pro-

jections. Starting with the diagram in Figure 1.6, we first do three pinch moves at

The pinch move The minimum cobordism

t

H

Ò

Figure 1.7: The pinch move and the minimum cobordism between Lagrangian
projections of links.

b1, b2 and b3 getting two unknots and then do two minimum cobordisms to close it

10



up (as shown on the left side of Figure 1.8). Concatenating the corresponding exact

Lagrangian surfaces, we obtain an exact Lagrangian filling of the Legendrian trefoil

(as shown on the right side of Figure 1.8).

H

Figure 1.8: The EHK construction of exact Lagrangian fillings of the Legendrian
trefoil.

Different orders of pinch moves may give different exact Lagrangian fillings.

Ekholm, Honda and Kálmán gave 5 exact Lagrangian fillings in this construction,

and distinguished them by showing the corresponding augmentations to Z2 were not

homotopic.

A natural question is whether we can extend this result to general Legendrian

knots. However, the induced augmentations to Z2 are not effective enough to distin-

guish all the exact Lagrangian fillings even for Legendrian p2, nq torus knots where

n ą 3. Instead we study augmentations of the DGA of a Legendrian p2, nq knot to

Z2rH1pLqs, which is the group ring over Z2 of the first homology of a Lagrangian fill-

ing L. We give a combinatorial formula of the augmentations to Z2rH1pLqs induced

by exact Lagrangian fillings from the EHK construction and find a combinatorial

invariant to distinguish these augmentations. In this way, we generalize the result in

11



[EHK16] to Legendrian p2, nq torus links.

Theorem 1.2.1 ([Pan16b]). The Legendrian p2, nq torus link has at least Cn exact

Lagrangian fillings up to exact Lagrangian isotopy, where Cn is the n–th Catalan

number

Cn “
1

n` 1

ˆ

2n

n

˙

.

1.3 Outline

In Chapter 2 we review the background in contact topology including the Chekanov–

Eliashberg DGA of a Legendrian submanifold and the DGA map induced by an

exact Lagrangian cobordism. Then we talk about two projects separately. Chapter

3, 4 and 5 are about the project in Section 1.1. In Chapter 3, we introduce the

augmentation category for a Legendrian submanifold and describe the A8 category

map induced by an exact Lagrangian cobordism. In Chapter 4, we review the Floer

theory of Lagrangian cobordisms. Finally, using the techniques in Chapter 4, we

prove Theorem 1.1.1 in Chapter 5 and discuss its applications. Chapter 6 is about

the project in Section 1.2. We first talk about the construction of [EHK16] in Section

6.1 and then distinguish the fillings in Sections 6.2 and 6.3.
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2

Background

2.1 Legendrian submanifolds

We start with reviewing the background of Legendrian submanifolds. Let Λ be a

Legendrian submanifold in R3 with the standard contact structure ξ “ kerα, where

α “ dz´ydx. We can visualize Λ through two projection diagrams: the Lagrangian

projection Πxy : R3 Ñ R2, px, y, zq ÞÑ px, yq and the front projection Πxz :

R3 Ñ R2, px, y, zq ÞÑ px, zq respectively. As an example, a front projection and a

Lagrangian projection of the Legendrian trefoil are shown in Figure 3.2.

Figure 2.1: A front projection (left) and a Lagrangian projection (right) of the

Legendrian trefoil.

Moreover, starting from a front projection of Λ, Ng [Ng03a] gave an algorithm to
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obtain a Lagrangian projection of Λ by smoothing the cusps of the front projection

in a way shown in Figure 2.2.

Figure 2.2: Ng’s algorithm to transfer a front projection to a Lagrangian projection

by smoothing the left cusp directly and smoothing the right cusp with an additional

crossing.

There are two canonical invariants of oriented Legendrian submanifolds: the

Thurston–Bennequin number and the rotation number. Both of them are easy to

compute. We start with a front projection ΠxzpΛq of an oriented Legendrian sub-

manifold Λ. The Thurston–Bennequin number tbpΛq is given by

tbpΛq “ writhe´
1

2
#tcuspsu,

where the writhe is a count of crossings with signs as given in Figure 2.3.

` ´

Figure 2.3: Sign of crossings.

The orientation of Λ divides the cusps into two sets, one with up orientation and

one with down orientation. The rotation number rotpΛq is given by

rotpΛq “
1

2

`

#tdown cuspsu ´#tup cuspsu
˘

.

As an example, for the Legendrian trefoil Λ as shown in Figure 2.4, we have that

tbpΛq “ 1 and rotpΛq “ 0.
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Figure 2.4: The front projection of the Legendrian trefoil.

As an important object in contact topology, a Reeb vector field of a contact

manifold pM, ξ “ ker α̃q is a unique vector field Rα̃ such that

• α̃pRα̃q “ 1; and

• dα̃pRα̃, ¨ q “ 0.

A Reeb chord of a Legendrian knot Λ in pM, ξq is a trajectory of the flow of the

Reeb vector field with both ends on Λ. For example in R3 with the standard contact

structure kerα, the Reeb vector field is
B

Bz
. Thus Reeb chords of Λ are

`

R3, kerα
˘

are vertical line segments. After a perturbation of the ΠxypΛq if necessary, we can

assume that these Reeb chords are in 1´1 correspondence to double points of ΠxypΛq,

which by Ng’s algorithm correspond to the crossings and right cusps of ΠxzpΛq.

2.2 The Legendrian contact homology DGA

In this section, we review the Legendrian contact homology DGA from the geo-

metric perspective of [EHK16] in Section 2.2.1 and the combinatorial perspective of

[NRS`15, Section 2.2.1] in Section 2.2.2. We refer readers to [Che02b, ENS02, Ng03b]

for a more detailed introduction. In addition, we will have a brief introduction on

augmentation in Section 2.2.3.

Let Λ “ Λ1 Y Λ2 Y ¨ ¨ ¨ Y ΛM be an oriented Legendrian link with M connected
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components. For simplicity when defining the degree, we assume throughout this

dissertation that each component of Λ has rotation number 0.

2.2.1 Geometric perspective

Let pApΛ;FrH1pΛqsq, Bq denote the Legendrian contact homology differential

graded algebra (DGA) of Λ, which is also called Chekanov–Eliashberg DGA.

In order to describe it, we will talk about the underlying algebra, gradings and the

differential of the DGA.

The underlying algebra ApΛ;FrH1pΛqsq is a non–commutative unital graded

algebra over a field F generated by

tc1, . . . , cm, t1, t
´1
1 , . . . , tM , t

´1
M u

with relations tit
´1
i “ 1 for i “ 1, . . . ,M . Here c1, . . . , cm are Reeb chords of Λ and

tt1, . . . , tMu is a basis of the singular homology H1pΛq.

The grading of a Reeb chord c is defined as

|c| “ CZpγcq ´ 1,

where γc is a capping path for c and CZ is the Conley–Zehnder index as described

in [EES05a]. See [DR16, Section 4.1] for a way to choose a capping path γc for a

Reeb chord of a Legendrian link. The grading of a Reeb chord depends on the choice

of capping paths. But under our assumption that each component of Λ has rotation

number 0, the grading is well defined.

We will introduce a combinatorial way to compute the grading of Reeb chords.

Starting with the front projection ΠxzpΛq, we write CpΠxzpΛqq for the set of cusps of

ΠxzpΛq, which divides ΠxzpΛqzCpΠxzpΛqq into strands (ignoring double points). The

Maslov potential is a function µ that assigns an integer to each strand such that

around each cusp, the Maslov potential of the lower strand is one less than that of
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the upper strand. This is well defined up to a global shift on each component of Λ.

Once the Maslov potential is fixed, the grading of a Reeb chord c that corresponds

to a crossing of ΠxzpΛq can be computed by

|c| “ µpuq ´ µplq,

where u is the upper strand of the crossing and l is the lower strand of the crossing.

The grading of Reeb chords that correspond to right cusps of ΠxzpΛq are 1.

Furthermore, set the grading of ti to be zero for i “ 1, . . . ,M , and extend the

definition of degree to ApΛ;FrH1pΛqsq through the relation |ab| “ |a| ` |b|.

Now we move to the most important component of DGA, the differential B. To

define it, we need to a cylindrical almost complex structure on
`

RˆR3, dpetαq
˘

,

which is defined as an almost complex structure J satisfying the following conditions:

• J is compatible with the symplectic form dpetαq, i.e. dpetαqp¨, J ¨q is a metric

on ξ;

• J is invariant under the action of Rt;

• JpBtq “ Rα and Jpξq “ ξ.

For a generic choice of cylindrical almost complex structure J , the differential B

is defined by counting rigid J–holomorphic disks in
`

RtˆR3, dpetαq
˘

with boundary

on R ˆ Λ. See Figure 2.2.1 for an example. For Reeb chords a, b1, . . . , bm of Λ, let

Mpa; b1, . . . , bmq denote the moduli space of J–holomorphic disks:

u : pDm`1, BDm`1q Ñ pRˆ R3,Rˆ Λq

such that

• Dm`1 is a 2–dimensional unit disk with m ` 1 boundary points p, q1, . . . , qm

removed and the points p, q1, . . . , qm are labeled in a counterclockwise order;
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• u is asymptotic to r0,8q ˆ a at p;

• u is asymptotic to p´8, 0s ˆ bi at qi.

Λ

Rˆ Λ

Λ

a

b1
b2

b3

Figure 2.5: An example of a J–

holomorphic disk with boundary on RˆΛ.

The arrows on the Reeb chords indicate

the orientation of the Reeb chords, while

the arrows on the disk boundary indicate

the orientation inherited from the unit disk

boundary with counterclockwise orienta-

tion through u.

An implicit condition for J–holomorphic disks is the positive energy constraint.

For a Reeb chord a, define the action of c by

apcq “

ż

c

α,

which is the length of the Reeb chord c. The energy Epuq of a J–holomorphic disks

u PMpa; b1, . . . , bmq satisfies

Epuq “ apaq ´ apb1q ´ ¨ ¨ ¨ ´ apbmq.

Therefore, to make each J–holomorphic disk endow positive energy, we have

apb1q ` ¨ ¨ ¨ ` apbmq ă apaq.

Let ĂMpa; b1, . . . , bmq denote the quotient of Mpa; b1, . . . , bmq by vertical transla-

tion of Rt. When dim ĂMpa; b1, . . . , bmq “ 0, the disk u PMpa; b1, . . . , bmq is called

rigid. The gradings of corresponding Reeb chords satisfy

|a| ´ |b1| ´ ¨ ¨ ¨ ´ |bm| “ 1.
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In this case, there are finitely many rigid holomorphic disks and hence we can count

the number of rigid holomorphic disks.

For i “ 0, 1, ¨ ¨ ¨ ,m, denote βi by the image of the boundary segment from qi to

qi`1 under u, where q0 “ qm`1 “ p. In order to count the rigid holomorphic disks

with FrH1pΛqs coefficients, we want to take the homology class of βi in H1pR ˆ Λq.

However, these curves are not closed. Therefore, we introduce capping paths first

to close βi. Equip each connected component Λi with a reference point pi, for

i “ 1, . . . ,M . For each i ‰ 1, pick a path δ1i in R3zΛ that goes from p1 to pi. For

each Reeb chord c of Λ from c´ P Λi´ to c` P Λi` , the capping paths γ˘c are defined

by concatenating

• the chosen path δ1i˘ connecting p1 to pi˘ and

• a path on Λi˘ from pi˘ to c˘,

respectively.

c
c´
c`

p2

p1

Λ1

Λ2

Figure 2.6: Consider the Legendrian Hopf link Λ1 Y Λ2. For a Reeb chord c from

c´ P Λ1 to c` P Λ2, the red curve is a capping path γ`c and the blue curve is a

capping path γ´c .

We can concatenate the curve βi with appropriate capping paths (as listed below
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in formula (2.1)) to get a closed curve in Rˆ pΛY δ12 Y ¨ ¨ ¨ Y δ1Mq, denoted by βi.

βi “

$

’

&

’

%

γ`i Y βi Y´γ
`
i`1, if i “ 0;

γ´i Y βi Y´γ
`
i`1, if i “ 1, ¨ ¨ ¨ ,m´ 1;

γ´i Y βi Y´γ
´
i`1, if i “ m.

(2.1)

Notice that H1pRˆpΛYδ12Y¨ ¨ ¨Yδ1Mqq – H1pΛq. Thus we can take the homology

class of βi in H1pΛq, denoted by wpβiq.

Moreover, if Λ is spin, all the relevant moduli spaces of J–holomorphic disks

admit a coherent orientation. Hence, one can associate a sign spuq to each rigid

J–holomorphic disk u. In this way, we can associate the rigid J–holomorphic disk u

with a monomial

wpuq “ spuqwpβ0qb1wpβ1q ¨ ¨ ¨ bmwpβmq.

We call the homology classes wpβiq, for i “ 0, . . . ,m, the coefficients of wpuq.

The differential B in the DGA on Reeb chords is defined by counting rigid

J–holomorphic disks with coefficient in FrH1pΛqs:

Ba “
ÿ

dim ĂMpa;b1,...,bmq“0

ÿ

uPMpa;b1,...,bmq

wpuq.

Let Bti “ Bt
´1
i “ 0 for i “ 1, . . . ,M and extend the differential to ApΛ;FrH1pΛqsq

through the Leibniz rule

Bpxyq “ pBxqy ` p´1q|x|xpByq.

It seems that the definition of differential is depend on the choice of capping

paths. However, we have the following well–known proposition.

Proposition 2.2.1. Let Λ be a Legendrian link and γ, γ1 be two families of capping

paths of Reeb chords of Λ. The corresponding DGAs
`

AγpΛq, B
˘

and
`

Aγ1pΛq, B1
˘

are

isomorphic.
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Proof. First we write down the differential explicitly. For a Reeb chord a of Λ, we

have that

Bpaq “
ÿ

dimMΛpa;b1,...,bmq“0

ÿ

uPMΛpa;b1,...,bmq

spuqwpγ`0 Y β0 Y´γ
`
1 q b1 wpγ

´
1 Y β1 Y´γ

`
2 q b2 ¨ ¨ ¨ bm wpγ´m Y βm Y´γ

´
0 q.

One can write down the differential B1 in a similar form. It is not hard to check that

the map

f : pAγpΛq, Bq Ñ pAγ1pΛq, B1q

c ÞÑ wpγ`c Y´γ
1`

c q c wpγ
1´

c Y´γ
´
c q, if c is an Reeb chord of Λ;

t ÞÑ t , t P H1pΛq

is a chain map and is an isomorphism, where wpγ`c Y´γ
1`

c q indicates the homology

class in H1pΛq of γ`c concatenating γ1`c with the reverse orientation.

Therefore, our DGA is independent of the choice of capping paths and thus is well

defined. According to [Che02b], the map B is a differential in degree ´1. Moreover,

up to stable tame isomorphism, the Chekanov–Eliashberg DGA
`

ApΛ;Z2rH1pΛqsq, B
˘

is an invariant of Λ under Legendrian isotopy.

Remark 2.2.2. In general, for any commutative ring R and a ring homomorphism

FrH1pΛqs Ñ R, we define the Chekanov–Eliashberg DGA
`

ApΛ;Rq, B
˘

as a tensor

product of the DGA ApΛ;FrH1pΛqsq with the ring R:

ApΛ;Rq “ ApΛ;FrH1pΛqsq bFrH1pΛqs R,

where the ring homomorphism gives R the structure of a module over FrH1pΛqs.

2.2.2 Algebraic perpective

There is an equivalent definition from the combinatorial perspective. We work on

the Lagrangian projection πxypΛq of Λ, where Λ is an M–component Legendrian
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link. After possibly perturbing Λ, we can assume that there is a 1–1 correspondence

between the double points of πxypΛq and the Reeb chords of Λ.

First, by [ENS02], instead of counting J–holomorphic disks in pR ˆ R3,R ˆ Λq,

one can count holomorphic disks in pR2
xy,ΠxyΛq in the following way.

For any Reeb chords a, b1, . . . , bm of Λ, define ∆Λpa; b1, . . . , bmq to be the moduli

space of holomorphic disks:

u : pDm`1, BDm`1q Ñ
`

R2,ΠxypΛq
˘

with the following properties:

• Dm`1 is a 2–dimensional unit disk with m`1 points p, q1, . . . , qm removed from

the boundary and the points p, q1, . . . , qm are labeled in counterclockwise order.

• lim
rÑp

uprq “ a and the image of an neighborhood of p under u covers exactly one

positive quadrant of the crossing a (see Figure 2.7).

• lim
rÑqi

uprq “ bi, for i “ 1, . . . ,m, and the image of an neighborhood of qi under

u covers exactly one negative quadrant of the crossing bi (see Figure 2.7).

` `
´

´

Figure 2.7: At each crossing, the quadrants labeled with ` sign are positive

quadrants and the ones labeled with ´ sign are negative quadrants.

Moreover, we can express elements in H1pR ˆ Λq in a combinatorial way. By

Poincaré duality, we have H1pR ˆ Λq – H1pR ˆ Λ, BpR ˆ Λqq. In particular, for

each oriented curve α in R ˆ Λ with ends on BpR ˆ Λq, which is an element in

H1pR ˆ Λ, BpR ˆ Λqq, there exists an element θα P H
1pR ˆ Λq such that for any
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oriented loop β in R ˆ Λ, the intersection number of α and β is θαpβq. Thus, in

order to know the homology class of a loop β in H1pR ˆ Λq, we only need to count

the intersection number of each generator curve of H1pRˆ Λ, BpRˆ Λqq with β. We

choose the generators of H1pR ˆ Λ, BpR ˆ Λqq as tRt ˆ t˚1u, ¨ ¨ ¨ ,Rt ˆ t˚Muu with a

´Rt orientation, where t˚1, . . . , ˚Mu is a set of minimal base points of ΠxyΛ, i.e.,

• there is exactly one point in t˚1, . . . , ˚Mu on each component of Λ and

• the set t˚1, . . . , ˚Mu does not include any end points of Reeb chords of Λ and

the reference points.

In particular, for a holomorphic disk u in pR2
xy,ΠxypΛqq, the homology of corre-

sponding βi are in H1pΛYδ12Y¨ ¨ ¨Yδ1Mq – H1pΛq. The homology of β can described

specifically as follows. Assign the link Λ an orientation and let tj be the element in

H1pR ˆ Λq that corresponds to R ˆ t˚ju, for j “ 1, . . . ,M . The homology class of

β counts the intersections of β and ˚j, where j “ 1, . . . ,M , with signs. The sign is

positive the orientation of the curve agrees with the orientation of Λ around ˚j and

is negative if the orientations are opposite to each other.

Moreover, by Preposition 2.2.1, the differential does not depend on the choice of

capping paths. Benefitting from the minimal amount of base points, we can choose

a particular family of capping paths tγ˘b u such that γ˘b for any Reeb chord b do not

pass any base points. Therefore, in order to know the homology class of β, we only

need to count the intersection of β and the base points, denoted by wpβq.

Now we conclude the definition of DGA of Λ from the combinatorial view-

point. Project Λ onto the xy–plane to get the Lagrangian projection πxypΛq of

Λ. Decorate the Lagrangian diagram with an orientation and a set of minimal base

points t˚1, . . . , ˚Mu. The graded algebra ApΛ, ˚1, . . . , ˚Mq is a non-commutative uni-

tal graded algebra over a field F generated by tc1, . . . , cm, t1, t
´1
1 , . . . , tM , t

´1
M u with

relations ttit
´1
i “ 1| i “ 1, . . . ,Mu, where c1, . . . , cm are double points of πxypΛq and
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t1, . . . , tM correspond to the base points ˚1, . . . , ˚M . The grading is defined the same

as above.

The differential is defined by

Ba “
ÿ

|a|´|b1|´¨¨¨´|bm|“1

ÿ

uP∆pa;b1,...,bmq

wpuq;

Btj “ Bt´1
j “ 0, j “ 1, . . . ,M.

In the formula, wpuq “ spuqwpβ0qb1wpβ1qb2 ¨ ¨ ¨ bmwpβmq, where spuq is the sign asso-

ciated to the disk u induced from moduli space coherent orientation.

This can be extended to the whole DGA through the Leibniz rule.

b1 b2 b3

a1

a2

t

Figure 2.8: The Lagrangian projection of the Legendrian p2, 3q torus knot with a
single base point.

Example 2.2.3. For the Legendrian p2, 3q torus knot Λ with a single base point t

as shown in Figure 2.8. The underlying algebra ApΛ, tq is generated by Reeb chords

a1, a2, b1, b2, b3 over Z2rt, t
´1s. Reeb chords a1 and a2 are in degree 1 and the rest of

Reeb chords are in degree 0. Since we are working on Z2, we can forget about the

sign spuq of u. The differential is given by:

Bpa1q “ t´1 ` b1 ` b3 ` b1b2b3,

Bpa2q “ 1` b1 ` b3 ` b3b2b1,

Bpbiq “ 0, i “ 1, 2, 3,

Bptq “ Bpt´1q “ 0.
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The differential B has degree ´1 and satisfies B2 “ 0 ([Che02b][ENS02]). Up to

stable tame isomorphism, the Legendrian contact homology DGA is an invariant of

Λ under Legendrian isotopy. In this sense of equivalence, the combinatorial definition

does not depend on the choice of base points [NR13].

The definition of DGA of Legendrian link can be generalized to the case where

there are more than one base point on some components of the link. Let Λ be an

oriented Legendrian link and tt1, . . . , tlu be a set of points on Λ such that each com-

ponent of Λ has at least one point in the set and the set does not include any end of

any Reeb chord of Λ. For a path β, associate it with a monomial wpβq “
l

ź

j“1

s
njpγq
j in

Frt˘1
1 , . . . , t˘1

l s, where nj is defined similar as above. The DGA
`

ApΛ, tt1, . . . , tluq, B
˘

is a unital graded algebra generated by Reeb chords of Λ and t˘1
1 , . . . , t˘1

l over F with

relations tit
´1
i “ 1, i “ 1, . . . , l endowed with a differential given by

Bpaq “
ÿ

dimMΛpa;b1,...,bmq“0

ÿ

uPMΛpa;b1,...,bmq

wpuq,

Bpsiq “ 0, i “ 1, . . . , l.

where wpuq “ spuqwpβ0qb1wpβ1qb2 ¨ ¨ ¨ bmwpβmq and spuq is the orientation of the

disk in the moduli space. Note that this DGA may not be equivalent to the DGA

ApΛ;FrH1pΛqsq any more. But according to [NR13], there is a DGA homomorphism

from the DGA with minimal base points to this DGA.

2.2.3 Augmentations and Linearized Contact Homology

As one can see from the example 2.2.3, the homology of the DGA is hard to com-

pute in general. Let us introduce augmentations of a DGA and use that to deduce

linearized contact homology, which is much easier to compute. Let pA, Bq be a DGA

over a field F of a Legendrian link Λ with base points. A graded augmentation of
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A is a DGA map

ε : pA, Bq Ñ pF, 0q,

where pF, 0q is a chain complex that is F in degree 0 and is 0 in other degrees. In

other words, a graded augmentation is an algebra map ε : AÑ F such that εp1q “ 1,

ε ˝ B “ 0 and εpaq “ 0 if |a| ‰ 0.

Given a graded augmentation ε, define Aε :“ A b F{pti “ εptiqq. Notice that

the differential B descends to Aε since Bptiq “ 0. Elements in Aε are summands of

words of Reeb chords. Let C be a free F-module generated by Reeb chords. We

can decompose Aε in terms of word length as Aε “
à

ně0

Cbn. Let Aε` be the part of

Aε containing the words with length at least 1, i.e. Aε` “
à

ně1

Cbn. Consider a new

differential Bε : Aε Ñ Aε:

B
ε :“ φε ˝ B ˝ φ

´1
ε ,

where φε : Aε Ñ Aε is an automorphism defined by φεpaq “ a ` εpaq. Observe

that Bε preserves Aε` and does not decrease the minimal length of a word. Thus,

it descends to a differential on Aε`{pAε`q2 – C. The homology of pC, Bεq is called

linearized contact homology of Λ with respect to ε, denoted by LCHε
˚pΛq. The

chain complex pC, Bεq is called linearized contact homology chain complex.

2.3 Exact Lagrangian cobordisms

Definition 2.3.1. Suppose Λ˘ are Legendrian submanifolds in pR3, kerαq, where

α “ dz ´ ydx. An exact Lagrangian cobordism Σ from Λ´ to Λ` is a 2–

dimensional surface in
`

Rˆ R3, ω “ dpetαq
˘

(see Figure 1.2) such that for some big

number N ą 0,

• ΣX
`

pN,8q ˆ R3
˘

“ pN,8q ˆ Λ`,

• ΣX
`

p´8,´Nq ˆ R3
˘

“ p´8,´Nq ˆ Λ´ and
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• ΣX
`

r´N,N s ˆ R3
˘

is compact.

Moreover, there exists a smooth function g : Σ Ñ R such that

etα |TΣ“ dg

and g is constant when t ď ´N and t ě N . The function g is called a primitive of

Σ.

When Λ´ is empty, the surface L satisfying the conditions above is called an

exact Lagrangian filling of Λ`.

Ekholm, Honda and Kálmán [EHK16] showed that an exact Lagrangian cobor-

dism Σ from Λ´ to Λ` gives a DGA map

φΣ : pApΛ`;FrH1pΣqsq, Bq Ñ pApΛ´;FrH1pΣqsq, Bq,

which is defined by a count of rigid holomorphic disks in R ˆ R3 as well, but with

boundary on Σ. In the special case where Λ´ is empty, an exact Lagrangian filling Σ

of Λ` gives a DGA map pApΛ`;FrH1pΣqsq, Bq Ñ pF, 0q, which is an augmentation of

ApΛ`;FrH1pΣqsq. Here F can be any field if the cobordism Σ is spin. If the condition

is not satisfied, the field F is assumed to be Z2.

Remark 2.3.2. When Σ is spin, the boundary Legendrian knots Λ` and Λ´ get

induced spin structure from the spin structure of Σ. This condition makes the moduli

spaces of the holomorphic disks used in the DGA differentials and the DGA map

equipped with a coherent orientation (following [EES05b]). In particular, when the

dimension of a moduli space is 0, one can associate each rigid holomorphic disk in

the moduli space with a sign. Therefore, we can count the disks with sign and get

coefficients in any field F. Otherwise, it is only reasonable to count the disks mod 2,

which means ignoring the orientation. For the rest of the dissertation, we focus on

the case where Σ is spin. If one is working on a non–spin cobordism, one can omit

our description of orientation and get the corresponding statements for F “ Z2.
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Moreover, Ekholm, Honda and Kálmán also shown that isotopic exact Lagrangian

cobordisms give chain homotopic DGA maps. In particular, isotopic exact La-

grangian fillings give homotopic augmentations. This gives a way to distinguish

exact Lagrangian fillings.

In Section 2.3.1, we review the DGA map induced by an exact Lagrangian cobor-

dism given in [EHK16]. In Section 2.3.2 and Section 2.3.3 we introduce two DGA

maps with modified coefficient rings that will be used in the two projects.

2.3.1 DGA map induced by an exact Lagrangian cobordism

For a spin exact Lagrangian cobordism Σ from Λ´ to Λ`, the Legendrian subman-

ifolds Λ˘ inherit induced spin structures. Hence Λ˘ have FrH1pΛ˘qs coefficients

DGAs pApΛ˘;FrH1pΛ˘qsq, Bq, respectively, as described in Section 2.2. Ekholm,

Honda and Kálmán in [EHK16] showed that an exact Lagrangian cobordism Σ in-

duces a DGA map from ApΛ`q to ApΛ´q with FrH1pΣqs coefficients. In order to

see that, first, we need to view the DGAs of Λ˘ as DGAs with FrH1pΣqs coeffi-

cients. Notice that the inclusion H1pΛ˘q ãÑ H1pΣq induces a canonical inclusion

map FrH1pΛ˘qs ãÑ FrH1pΣqs of the group ring coefficients, which makes it natural

to consider the DGAs of Λ˘ with FrH1pΣqs coefficients in a way described in Remark

2.2.2. Specifically, the new DGA A
`

Λ˘;FrH1pΣqs
˘

is generated by Reeb chords of Λ˘

and elements in H1pΣq over F. The differential is defined by the original differential

in A
`

Λ˘;FrH1pΛ˘qs
˘

composed with the inclusion map H1pΛ˘q ãÑ H1pΣq.

Second, construct a DGA map with FrH1pΣqs coefficients. Consider an almost

complex structure J that is compatible with the symplectic form ω and is cylindrical

on both ends. In other words, J matches the cylindrical almost complex structures

on both cylindrical ends. Fix a generic choice of such an almost complex structure

J . For Reeb chords a of Λ` and b1, . . . , bm of Λ´, define Mpa; b1, . . . , bmq to be the
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moduli space of the J-holomorphic disks:

u : pDm`1, BDm`1q Ñ pRˆ R3,Σq

such that

• Dm`1 is a 2-dimensional unit disk with m ` 1 boundary points p, q1, . . . , qm

removed and the points p, q1, . . . , qm are arranged in a counterclockwise order;

• u is asymptotic to rN,8q ˆ a at p;

• u is asymptotic to p´8,´N s ˆ bi at qi.

When dimMpa; b1, . . . , bmq “ 0, the disk u P Mpa; b1, . . . , bmq is called rigid.

The gradings of corresponding Reeb chords satisfy

|a| ´ |b1| ´ ¨ ¨ ¨ ´ |bm| “ 0.

For the image of the boundary segment from qi to qi`1, denoted by βi, one can close

up in a similar way as the one in the definition of the DGA differential (see formula

(2.1)) to get β. Denote its homology in H1pΣq by wpβq. If Σ is spin, all the relevant

moduli spaces of J–holomorphic disks admit a coherent orientation. In particular,

each rigid J–holomorphic disk obtains a sign, denoted by spuq. Associate a monomial

wpuq to the J–holomorphic disk u as

wpuq “ spuqwpβ0qb1wpβ1q ¨ ¨ ¨ bmwpβmq.

The homology classes wpβiq for i “ 0, . . . ,m, are called the coefficients of wpuq.

The DGA map is defined by counting rigid J–holomorphic disks with boundary on

Σ:

φpaq “
ÿ

dimMpa;b1,...,bmq“0

ÿ

uPMpa;b1,...,bmq

wpuq.

We can extend the morphism to ApΛ`;FrH1pΣqsq by setting φptq “ t for any gener-

ator t in H1pΣq and applying the Leibniz rule.
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2.3.2 DGA maps with FrV s coefficients

For the purpose of constructing an augmentation category map induced by La-

grangian cobordisms as in Section 3.2, we restrict to the case where Λ` and Λ´

are Legendrian knots with a single base point, denoted by ˚` and ˚´, respectively.

We modify the DGA map such that the coefficients only depend on the base points

but not depend on the cobordism, i.e., we get a DGA map

φΣ : ApΛ`, ˚`q Ñ ApΛ´, ˚´q.

In order to modify the coefficients of the DGA map φ, let us consider H1pΣq

more precisely. To simplify the description, we restrict Σ to r´N,N s ˆ R3, denote

by Σ as well. Similar as Section 2.3.1, according to Poincaré duality, H1pΣq –

H1pΣ,Λ` Y Λ´q. In particular, for any loop α in Σ with ends on Λ` Y Λ´, which

is an element in H1pΣ,Λ` Y Λ´q, there is an element θα in H1pΣq such that for

any oriented loop γ on Σ, the intersecting number of α and γ is θαpγq. Thus, in

order to know the homology class of a curve γ in H1pΣq, we only need to count the

intersection number of each generator curve of H1pΣ,Λ` Y Λ´q with γ.

Λ`

Λ´

Σ

˚`

˚´

α

Figure 2.9: Curve α on a cobordism.

Consider a connected exact Lagrangian cobordism Σ from a Legendrian knot Λ´

to a Legendrian knot Λ` (see Remark 5.2.4 for the reason that we assume that Σ
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is connected). Choose base points ˚` and ˚´ for Λ` and Λ´, respectively. There

exists a curve α on Σ from ˚` to ˚´ with exactly one intersection with Λ` and Λ´,

respectively. An example is shown in Figure 2.9. Let V ˚ denote the subgroup of

H1pΣq that is generated by the Poincaré dual of curve α. The dual space V in

H1pΣq is isomorphic to Z.

Now we can modify the DGA map φ described above to be a map fromApΛ`;FrV sq

to ApΛ´;FrV sq. First, restrict the generators of ApΛ˘q to Reeb chords of Λ˘ and a

basis of V . Second, project the coefficients wpβiq of the monomial wpuq from H1pΣq

to V . Therefore, the DGA map works in FrV s coefficients. Indeed, the definitions

of ApΛ˘;FrV sq match the definition of ApΛ˘, ˚˘q, respectively. Hence a connected

exact Lagrangian cobordism Σ induces a DGA map with FrV s coefficients from the

DGA of Λ` with a single base point to the DGA of Λ´ with a single base point:

φ : pApΛ`, ˚`q, Bq Ñ pApΛ´, ˚´q, Bq.

Note that this DGA map does depend on the choice of the curve α that connecting

the two base points.

2.3.3 DGA maps with FrH1pΣ´qs coefficients

For the purpose of computing augmentations of the Legendrian p2, nq torus knots in

Chapter 6, we revise the coefficient ring of the DGA map induced by exact Lagrangian

cobordisms from [EHK16]. Instead of using FrH1pΣqs coefficients, we will show the

following proposition:

Proposition 2.3.3. Let Λ` and Λ´ be Legendrian submanifolds in pR3, kerαq and

Σ be a connected exact Lagrangian cobordism from Λ´ to Λ`. Assume that Σ` is a

connected exact Lagrangian cobordism from Λ` to some other Legendrian link and

Σ´ is the concatenation of Σ` and Σ as shown in Figure 2.10. The exact Lagrangian
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cobordism Σ induces a DGA map

φ :
`

ApΛ`;FrH1pΣ`qsq, B`
˘

Ñ
`

ApΛ´;FrH1pΣ´qsq, B´
˘

with FrH1pΣ´qs coefficients.

Σ´

Σ`

Σ

Λ`

Λ´

Figure 2.10: The relation among cobordisms Σ`, Σ´, and Σ.

Note that when Σ` is an exact Lagrangian cylinder over Λ`, this map agrees

with the DGA map introduced by [EHK16]. This revision of the coefficient ring is

based on a different choice of capping paths of Λ` and Λ´. The capping paths are

chosen on Σ in [EHK16] while we choose capping paths of Λ` on Σ` and capping

paths of Λ´ on Σ´. For the rest of the section, we will describe this DGA map.

Similar as what we did in Section 2.3.1, the inclusion map Λ` ãÑ Σ` makes it

natural to define the DGA
`

ApΛ`;FrH1pΣ`qsq, B`
˘

in the sense of Remark 2.2.2.

Specifically, the underlying algebra

ApΛ`;FrH1pΣ`qsq “ ApΛ`;FrH1pΛ`qsq bFrH1pΛ`qs FrH1pΣ`qs

is generated by Reeb chords of Λ` and a basis of H1pΣ`q over F. Given that Σ` is

connected, we can choose a family of capping paths for Λ` on Σ`. Therefore, for any

closed curves β that are used in defining B`, it is natural to take the homology class of

β in H1pΣ`q. Hence the differential coefficients of B` are in FrH1pΣ`qs. In addition,
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the DGA
`

ApΛ`;FrH1pΣ`qsq, B`
˘

does not depend on the choice of capping paths

on Σ` for a similar reason as Proposition 2.2.1. The DGA
`

ApΛ´;FrH1pΣ´qsq, B´
˘

is defined similarly.

The DGA map φ induced by Σ is a composition of two maps. The first map

φ1 :
`

ApΛ`;FrH1pΣ`qsq, B`
˘

Ñ
`

ApΛ`;FrH1pΣ´qsq, B`
˘

is induced by the inclusion map i : Σ` ãÑ Σ´. As we stated in Section 2.3.1, the dif-

ferential inApΛ`;FrH1pΣ´qsq is a composition of the differential inApΛ`;FrH1pΣ`qsq

and the inclusion map i. Thus φ1 is a DGA map. The second map

φ2 :
`

ApΛ`;FrH1pΣ´qsq, B`
˘

Ñ
`

ApΛ´;FrH1pΣ´qsq, B´
˘

is defined by counting rigid holomorphic disks in RˆR3 with boundary on Σ, which

is almost the same as the DGA map defined in Section 2.3.1 except that we take the

homology class of the corresponding curves in H1pΣ´q instead of H1pΣq.
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3

The Augmentation Category

3.1 A8 categories

In this section, we give a lightning review of A8 algebras and A8 categories following

[NRS`15]. See [Kel01, GJ90] for a more detailed introduction.

Definition 3.1.1 ([Kel01, Section 3.1]). An A8 algebra over a field F is a Z-graded

vector space A endowed with degree 2´ n maps mn : Abn Ñ A such that

ÿ

r`s`t“n

p´1qr`stmr`1`tp1
br
bms b 1btq “ 0.

The most important things we need among these complicated relations are

• m1 is a differential on A (i.e., m2
1 “ 0) and

• m2 is associative after passing to the homology with respect to m1.

An A8 algebra can be achieved nicely through the following construction. Let

T pCq “
à

ně1

Cbn be a graded vector space over F equipped with a co-differential b,

i.e.,
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• b has degree 1, b2 “ 0 and

• b “ ‘bn, where bn is a map Cbn Ñ C, satisfies the co-Leibniz rule

∆b “ p1b b` bb 1q∆,

where ∆pa1 b ¨ ¨ ¨ b anq “
n
ÿ

i“1

pa1 b ¨ ¨ ¨ b aiq b pai`1 b ¨ ¨ ¨ b anq.

Let C_ :“ Cr´1s and s : C Ñ C_ be the canonical degree 1 identification map

a ÞÑ a. Define maps mn : pC_qbn Ñ C_ such that the following diagram commutes

for all n.

Cbn
bn //

sbn

��

C

s

��
pC_qbn mn

// C_

Then C_ is an A8 algebra with mn as A8 operations [Sta63]. One can check that

the degree of mn is 2´ n.

Example 3.1.2. If a Legendrian contact homology DGA pApΛq, Bq has an augmen-

tation ε, the conjugated differential Bε is a differential of Aε` “
à

ně1

Cbn “ T pCq,

where C is the vector space over a field F generated by Reeb chords of Λ. We define

δε to be the adjoint of Bε on T pC˚q “
à

ně1

pC˚qbn, where C˚ is the dual of C. More

specifically,

δεpb˚m b ¨ ¨ ¨ b b
˚
1q “

ÿ

a

Coefficientb1b2¨¨¨bmpB
ε
paqq.

It is not hard to check that δε is a co-differential of T pC˚q. Hence one can use the

construction above to construct an A8 algebra pC˚q_.
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Definition 3.1.3. [Kel01] An A8 category over a field F is a category where,

for any two objects ε1 and ε2, the morphism is a graded vector space Hompε1, ε2q.

Moreover, for any objects ε1, ε2, . . . , εn`1, there exists a degree 2´ n map

mn : Hompεn, εn`1q b ¨ ¨ ¨ bHompε1, ε2q Ñ Hompε1, εn`1q

satisfying
ÿ

r`s`t“n

p´1qr`stmr`1`tp1
br
bms b 1btq “ 0.

As noticed before, the first A8 operation m1 is a differential for Hompε1, ε2q with

degree 1. Denote its cohomology by H˚Hompε1, ε2q. Moreover, we have that m2

descends to an associative map on the cohomology level:

m2 : H˚Hompε2, ε3q bH
˚Hompε1, ε2q Ñ H˚Hompε1, ε3q

for any objects ε1, ε2, ε3.

An A8 morphism between two A8 categories f : A Ñ B maps the object ε of

A to fpεq of B and for any objects ε1, ε2, . . . , εn`1 of A, there exists a map

fn : Hompεn, εn`1q b ¨ ¨ ¨ bHompε1, ε2q Ñ Hompfpε1q, fpεn`1qq

satisfying the A8 relations [Kel01]. In particular, the first map f1, called the cate-

gory map on the level of morphisms, maps the morphism Hompε1, ε2q of A to

the morphism Hompfpε1q, fpε2qq of B. From the A8 relations, we know that

• the functor f1, the category map on the level of morphisms, commutes with

m1 and thus f1 descends to a map on cohomology:

f˚ : H˚Hompε1, ε2q Ñ H˚Hompfpε1q, fpε2qq;

• for any a P Hompε2, ε3q and b P Hompε1, ε2q, we have

f˚pm2pras, rbsqq “ m2pf
˚
ras, f˚rbsq,
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i.e, the composition mapm2 commutes with f˚ when passing to the cohomology

level.

An A8 morphism between two A8 categories f : A Ñ B induces a functor on the

cohomology categories, f̃ : H˚A Ñ H˚B. It behaves the same as f on the object

level. On the level of morphisms f̃ “ f˚. The functor f̃ is faithful if f˚ is injective

and is fully faithful if f˚ is an isomorphism for any morphism in H˚A.

3.2 The augmentation category

In this section, we briefly review the augmentation category Aug`pΛq following

[NRS`15].

Let Λ be an oriented Legendrian knot in pR3, kerαq endowed with a single base

point ˚. Denote its Legendrian contact homology DGA by pA, Bq. Given a field F,

the objects of the augmentation category Aug`pΛq are augmentations of pA, Bq to F,

ε : AÑ F.

In order to describe the morphism Hom`pε1, ε2q for any two objects ε1 and ε2, we

need to study the DGA of a 2-copy of Λ, denoted by Λp2q.

By the Weinstein tubular neighborhood theorem, we can identify a neighborhood

of Λ with a neighborhood of the zero section in the 1-jet space J1pΛq “ T ˚pΛq ˆ R

through a contactomorphism. The contact form in J1pΛq is α “ dz ´ pdq, where q

is the coordinate on Λ and p is the coordinate in the cotangent direction. For any

C1 small function f : Λ Ñ R, the 1-jet j1f “ tpq, f 1pqq, fpqqq| q P Λu is a Legendrian

knot in J1pΛq and thus is a Legendrian knot in R3. Now choose a particular Morse

function f : Λ Ñ p0, δq such that

• δ is smaller than the minimum length of Reeb chords of Λ,
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• the Morse function f has exactly 1 local maximum point at x and 1 local

minimum point at y, and

• around the base point ˚, three points ˚, x, y show up in order when traveling

along the link (see Figure 3.1).

˚
x

y

Figure 3.1: A neighborhood of the base point ˚ on Λ. The arrow indicates the
orientation of Λ.

Decorate j1f with a base point in the same location and with the same orientation

as Λ. Now ΛY j1f is a 2-copy of Λ, denoted by Λp2q. Label Λp2q from top (higher z

coordinate) to bottom (lower z coordinate) by Λ1 and Λ2. An example of the 2-copy

of the trefoil with a single base point is shown in Figure 3.2.

Λ1

Λ2

Figure 3.2: The Lagrangian projection of a 2-copy of the trefoil with a single base
point.

The Legendrian contact homology DGA pApΛp2qq, Bp2qq of Λp2q can be recovered

from the data carried by the DGA pApΛq, Bq of Λ. Recall that ApΛq is generated

the set R of Reeb chords ta1, . . . , amu and the set T “ tt, t´1u that corresponds to

the base point as stated in Section 2.2.2. Similarly, divide the set of generators of
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ApΛp2qq into two parts Rp2q Y T p2q. It is obvious that Λp2q has two base points and

thus write T p2q as tpt1q˘1, pt2q˘1u. As for the set of Reeb chords Rp2q, we divide it

into four parts Rp2q “
ď

i,j“1,2

Rij, where Rij is the set of Reeb chords to Λi from Λj.

Observe that Reeb chords of Λp2q come from two sources.

• Each critical point x or y of the Morse function f gives one Reeb chord in R12,

denoted by x12 and y12 respectively. We call this type of Reeb chords Morse

Reeb chords.

• Each Reeb chord al of Λ gives four Reeb chords of Λp2q, denoted by aijl P Rij,

where i, j “ 1, 2 and l “ 1, . . . ,m. We call these Reeb chords non-Morse

Reeb chords.

It is obvious that aii and ti, for i “ 1, 2, inherit the grading from a and t in

ApΛq respectively. We can choose a family of capping paths such that |aij| “ |a| for

any Reeb chord a of Λ. Under this choice of capping paths γ, one can show that

CZpγx12q “ Indf pxq for any Morse Reeb chord x12 through a similar computation

as in [EES09]. Hence we have |x12| “ 0 and |y12| “ ´1.

In order to describe the differential Bp2q, we encode the generators in matrices.

Let Al, Xk, Yk, ∆k, for 1 ď l ď m, be 2ˆ 2 matrices:

Al “

ˆ

a11
l a12

l

a21
l a22

l

˙

, X “

ˆ

1 x12

0 1

˙

, Y “

ˆ

0 y12

0 0

˙

, ∆ “

ˆ

t1 0
0 t2

˙

.

The differential Bp2q is defined on generators as follows by applying entry-by-entry to

these matrices:

Bp2qAl “ ΦpBalq ` Y Al ´ p´1q|al|AlY

Bp2qX “ ∆´1Y∆X ´XY

Bp2qY “ Y 2

Bp2q∆ “ 0,
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where Φ : A Ñ Matp2,ApΛp2qqq is a ring homomorphism given by Φpalq “ Al and

Φptq “ ∆X.

Given two augmentations ε1 and ε2 of pA, Bq, we get an augmentation ε of

pΛp2q, Bp2qq by sending aiil ÞÑ εipalq, t
ii ÞÑ εiptq and everything else to 0. Thus

B
p2q
ε “ φε ˝ B

p2q ˝ φ´1
ε is a differential of Ap2q “ ApΛp2qq{ptii “ εptiiqq. Both the

morphism Hom`pε1, ε2q and the first A8 operation m1 are defined from pAp2q, Bp2qε q

through the construction stated in Section 3.1. For i, j “ 1, 2, let Cij denote the free

graded F algebra generated by Rij, which is a sub algebra of Ap2q. Notice that C12

and C21 are closed under B
p2q
ε since ε vanishes on the components in C11 and C22 of

the image of B
p2q
ε . Hence C12 and C21 are sub chain complexes of pAp2q, Bp2qε q. Define

the morphism Hom`pε1, ε2q between objects ε1 and ε2 to be pC12q_. To simplify the

notation, we write pa12
l q

_ as a_l , px12q_ as x_ and py12q_ as y_. Therefore, their

gradings satisfy |a_l | “ |al| ` 1, |x_| “ 1 and |y_| “ 0. The first A8 operation m1 is

defined by the adjoint of B
p2q
ε , i.e., for any Reeb chord c P R,

m1pc
_
q “

ÿ

aPR
CoefficientcpB

p2q
ε aqa_.

As we noted before, m1 is a differential for Hom`pε1, ε2q. The corresponding coho-

mology is denoted by H˚Hom`pε1, ε2q. Similarly, define pC21q_ to be Hom´pε2, ε1q.

Take the cohomology ofHom´pε2, ε1q with respect tom1, denoted byH˚Hom´pε2, ε1q.

Remark 3.2.1. One may find the convention of Hom´pε2, ε1q not natural. However,

the notations are consistent in the sense that both Hom`pε, ε
1q and Hom´pε, ε

1q

are generated by Reeb chords from the component with the augmentation ε1 to the

component with the augmentation ε.

The Hom`pε1, ε2q space and the Hom´pε1, ε2q space are closely related. Recall

that the generators of Hom`pε1, ε2q naturally correspond to the Reeb chords in R12,

which consist of non-Morse Reeb chords and Morse Reeb chords. Note that the
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lengths of Morse Reeb chords are smaller than the lengths of non-Morse Reeb chords.

Due to the positive energy constraint, there does not exist any holomorphic disk that

has a positive puncture at a Morse Reeb chord and a negative puncture at a non-

Morse Reeb chord. Therefore, the graded sub-vector space of Hom`pε1, ε2q generated

by non-Morse Reeb chords is closed under m1, and thus is a sub-chain complex.

Indeed, this sub-chain complex agrees with pHom´pε1, ε2q,m1q. From [Lev], for a

Legendrian knot Λ with a single base point, any two augmentations ε1, and ε2 agree

on the generator t that corresponds to the base point. As a result, by [NRS`15,

Proposition 5.2], the quotient chain complex that is generated by tx_, y_u is the

Morse co-chain complex induced by the Morse function f . Therefore following long

exact sequence holds:

¨ ¨ ¨ // H i´1pΛq // H iHom´pε1, ε2q // H iHom`pε1, ε2q // H ipΛq // ¨ ¨ ¨ . (3.1)

Furthermore, given that both Hom`pε1, ε2q and Hom´pε1, ε2q are vector spaces over

the field F, combining the Universal Coefficient Theorem with Sabloff Duality in

[NRS`15, Section 5.1.2], we have

HkHom´pε1, ε2q – H´k
pHom´pε1, ε2q

:
q – H2´kHom`pε2, ε1q. (3.2)

For a chain complex C, the chain complex C: is obtained by dualizing the underlying

vector space and differential of C and then negating the gradings.

For the other A8 operators mn, one needs to consider an n-copy of Λ, denoted

by Λpnq. Construct a DGA pAn, Bpnqε q of Λpnq that is analogous to pA2, B
p2q
ε q. Define

mn to be the adjoint of Bnε as in Example 3.1.2. See [NRS`15] for more details.

By [NRS`15], the augmentation category described above does not depend on

the choice of the Morse function f . Moreover, up to A8 category equivalence, the

augmentation category is invariant of Legendrian knot under Legendrian isotopy.

A key property of Aug`pΛq is that Aug`pΛq is a strictly unital A8 category,
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with the units given by

eε “ ´y
_
P Hom`pε, εq,

i.e.,

• m1peεq “ 0;

• for any ε1, ε2 and any c P Hom`pε1, ε2q, m2pc, eε1q “ m2peε2 , cq “ c;

• any higher composition involving eε is 0.

As a result, the corresponding cohomology category H˚Aug`pΛq is a unital cat-

egory, which makes it natural to talk about the equivalence relation of objects in

Aug`pΛq.

Definition 3.2.2. Two objects ε1 and ε2 are equivalent in Aug`pΛq if they are iso-

morphic inH˚Aug`pΛq, i.e. there exist rαs P H0Hom`pε1, ε2q and rβs P H0Hom`pε2, ε1q

such thatm2prαs, rβsq “ reε2s P H
0Hom`pε2, ε2q andm2prβs, rαsq “ reε1s P H

0Hom`pε1, ε1q.

ε1
β

22eε1 77 ε2
α

rr eε2gg

By [NRS`15], for a Legendrian knot with a single base point, two augmentations

are equivalent if and only if they are isomorphic as DGA maps.

Suppose Σ is a connected exact Lagrangian cobordism from a Legendrian knot

Λ´ to a Legendrian knot Λ`. It induces a DGA map φ from the DGA pApΛ`q, Bq

with a single base point to a DGA pApΛ´q, Bq with a single base point as we described

in Section 2.3.2. By [NRS`15, Proposition 3.29], this DGA map φ induces a unital

A8 category morphism f from Aug`pΛ´q to Aug`pΛ`q. The category map sends an

augmentation ε´ of Λ´ to ε` “ ε´ ˝ φ, which is an augmentation of Λ`. The family
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of maps tfnu is constructed through a family of DGA morphisms of n-copies:

f pnq : pApnqpΛ`q, Bpnqq ÞÑ pApnqpΛ´q, Bpnqq
∆ ÞÑ ∆
Y ÞÑ Y
X ÞÑ ∆´1 ¨ Φ´ ˝ fptq

Φ`paq ÞÑ Φ´ ˝ fpaq, a P ApΛ`q.

Let ε´ be the augmentation of pApnqpΛ`qq, Bpnqq that sends aiil ÞÑ εi´palq, t
ii ÞÑ εi´ptq

and everything else to 0. Define the map fn´1 to be the adjoint of f
pnq
ε´ , where

f pnqε´
“ φε´ ˝ f

pnq
˝ φ´1

ε´
.

In particular, f1 can be written as

f1 : Hom`pε
1
´, ε

2
´q Ñ Hom`pε

1
`, ε

2
`q

y_´ ÞÑ y_`

c_ ÞÑ
ÿ

aPApΛ`q

Coeffcpf
p2q
ε´
paqqa_, c P ApΛ´q

x_´ ÞÑ x_` `
ÿ

aPApΛ`q

Coefftpf
p2q
ε´
paqqa_.

(3.3)

When computing Coeffbpf
p2q
ε´ paqq, where b is either a Reeb chord c P ApΛ´q or t P T ,

one consider all the terms of fpaq including b. If a term of fpaq including b can

be written as pbq, where p and q are words of pure Reeb chords of Λ´, this term

contributes Coeffpbqpfpaqqε
1
´ppqε

2
´pqq to Coeffbpf

p2q
ε´ paqq. Therefore we have

Coeffbpf
p2q
ε´
paqq “

ÿ

p q

Coeffpbqpfpaqqε
1
´ppqε

2
´pqq.

Remark 3.2.3. According to [NRS`15, Proposition 3.29], the condition for a DGA

map to induce a unital A8 category morphism is that the DGA map is compatible

with the weak link gradings in the sense of [NRS`15, Definition 3.19]. In our case

where both Λ` and Λ´ are single component Legendrian knots with a single base

point, this condition is trivially satisfied.
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4

Floer theory for Lagrangian Cobordisms

In this chapter, we give a brief introduction to the Floer theory of a pair of exact La-

grangian cobordisms following [CDRGG15]. Let Σi, for i “ 1, 2, be exact Lagrangian

cobordisms from Λi
´ to Λi

` in
`

R ˆ R3, dpetαq
˘

, where α “ dz ´ ydx. A schematic

picture is shown in Figure 4.1. The union of the cobordisms Σ1 Y Σ2 is cylindrical

over Λ1
` Y Λ2

` (resp. Λ1
´ Y Λ2

´) on the positive end (resp. negative end). If we view

Σ1YΣ2 as a Lagrangian cobordism from the Legendrian link Λ1
´YΛ2

´ to the Legen-

drian link Λ1
`YΛ2

`, we obtain a chain complex generated by Reeb chords of Λ1
´YΛ2

´

and Λ1
`YΛ2

`. On the other hand, if we lift the exact Lagrangian cobordism Σ1YΣ2

to be a Legendrian manifold in RˆR3ˆR, we have its Legendrian contact homology

DGA, which is generated by double points of Σ1YΣ2. One can construct the Cthulhu

chain complex CthpΣ1,Σ2q as a mix of the two chain complexes above. It is gener-

ated by some Reeb chords on the cylindrical ends and intersection points of Σ1 and

Σ2. Moreover, this chain complex has trivial cohomology, i.e. H˚CthpΣ1,Σ2q “ 0.

For the simplicity in defining grading, we assume that Σi, for i “ 1, 2, has trivial

Maslov number throughout this dissertation.
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Λ2
´

Λ2
`

Σ2

Λ1
´

Λ1
`

Σ1

t

N

´N

Figure 4.1: Pair of Lagrangian cobordisms in
`

Rˆ R3, dpetαq
˘

.

4.1 The graded vector space

Assume that both Σ1 and Σ2 are cylindrical outside of r´N,N s ˆ R3, where N is a

positive number. The underlying vector space is a direct sum of three parts:

CthpΣ1,Σ2
q “ CpΛ1

`,Λ
2
`q ‘ CF pΣ

1,Σ2
q ‘ CpΛ1

´,Λ
2
´q.

The top level CpΛ1
`,Λ

2
`q (resp. bottom level CpΛ1

´,Λ
2
´q) is an F-module generated

by Reeb chords to Λ1
` (resp. Λ1

´) from Λ2
` (resp. Λ2

´) that are lying on the slice of

t “ N (resp. t “ ´N). The middle level CF pΣ1,Σ2q is an F-module generated by

intersection points of Σ1 and Σ2, which are all contained in p´N,Nq ˆ R3.

Grading. To define the degree, first fix a capping path γc for each generator c.

For a Reeb chord a in CpΛ1
`,Λ

2
`q or CpΛ1

´,Λ
2
´q, define the degree

|a| “ CZpγaq ´ 1,

which matches the definition of degree when viewing a as a generator in the Leg-

endrian contact homology DGA of Λ1
` Y Λ2

` or Λ1
´ Y Λ2

´. For an intersection point
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x P CF pΣ1,Σ2q, define the degree

|x| “ CZpγxq,

following [Sei08]. One can also see [CDRGG15, Section 4.2] for details. Note that for

a Reeb chord in CpΛ1
`,Λ

2
`q, its degree in CthpΣ1,Σ2q will not be necessarily coincide

with its degree in CpΛ1
`,Λ

2
`q. It is shifted as we will see later.

Action. For i “ 1, 2, suppose gi is a primitive of the exact Lagrangian cobordism

Σi, and hence gi is constant when t ă ´N or t ą N . Note that primitive functions

are well defined up to a overall shift by a constant number. Thus we may assume

that the primitives gi are both zero on ΣiY
`

p´8,´NqˆR3
˘

for i “ 1, 2. The action

of generators is defined under this choice of primitives.

For Reeb chords a` P CpΛ1
`,Λ

2
`q and a´ P CpΛ1

´,Λ
2
´q, define the action a by

apa`q “ g2pa
`
q ´ g1pa

`
q `

ż

a`
eNα

and

apa´q “ g2pa
´
q ´ g1pa

´
q `

ż

a´
e´Nα “

ż

a´
e´Nα.

The last part is due to the special choice of primitives. For double points x of Σ1YΣ2,

the action apxq is defined by apxq “ g2pxq ´ g1pxq.

4.2 The differential

Remark 4.2.1. Throughout this dissertation, we restrict ourselves to the case where

all intersection generators have positive actions since that is the case for the special

pair of cobordisms constructed in Section 5.1. In general, the differential could

include one more map from CF pΣ1,Σ2q to CpΛ1
´,Λ

2
´q, which is called the Nessie

map. However, by [CDRGG15, Proposition 9.1], the positive energy condition of the

holomorphic disks counted by the Nessie map requires the corresponding intersections
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in CF pΣ1,Σ2q to have negative actions. Therefore, in our special case, we can exclude

the Nessie map and get the differential as a upper triangle as below.

With the assumption in Remark 4.2.1, we define the differential under the de-

composition

CthpΣ1,Σ2
q “ CpΛ1

`,Λ
2
`q ‘ CF pΣ

1,Σ2
q ‘ CpΛ1

´,Λ
2
´q

by a degree 1 map of the form

d “

¨

˝

d`` d`0 d`´
0 d00 d0´

0 0 d´´

˛

‚.

To describe the differential explicitly, we need to study the holomorphic disks with

boundary on Σ1 Y Σ2. Fix a generic domain dependent almost complex structure

J that is compatible with the symplectic form on R ˆ R3 and the cylindrical ends

in the sense of [CDRGG15, Section 3.1.5]. Suppose that the induced cylindrical

almost complex structure on the positive end pΣ1 Y Σ2q X
`

rN,8q ˆ R3
˘

(resp. the

negative end pΣ1 Y Σ2q X
`

p´8,´N s ˆ R3q
˘

is J` (resp. J´). The differential d˘˘

of CpΛ1
˘,Λ

2
˘q counts rigid J˘-holomorphic disks with boundary on R ˆ pΛ1

˘ Y Λ2
˘q,

respectively, as described in Section 2.2. The corresponding moduli space is denoted

by MJ˘pa
˘; p˘, b˘,q˘q, where a˘ and b˘ are Reeb chords to Λ1

˘ from Λ2
˘ while p˘

and q˘ are words of pure Reeb chords of Λ1
˘ and Λ2

˘, respectively. We also write

ĂMJ˘pa
˘; p˘, b˘,q˘q as the moduli space MJ˘pa

˘; p˘, b˘,q˘q module the action of

R in the t direction.

For the remaining maps in the differential, we need to describe J-holomorphic

disks with boundary on Σ1 Y Σ2, where J is the chosen domain dependent al-

most complex structure. The punctures of these J-holomorphic disks can be either

Reeb chords or intersection points. For generators c0, c1, . . . , cm in CthpΣ1,Σ2q, let
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a`

a´p´1 q´1 q´2
u PMpa`; p´, a´,q´q

Σ1 Σ1

Σ1 Σ1

Σ2 Σ2

Σ2 Σ2

a`

x
p´1 q´1 q´2
u PMpa`; p´, x,q´q

x1

x2

p´1 q´1 q´2
u PMpx1; p´, x2,q

´q

x

a´p´1 q´1 q´2
u PMpx; p´, a´,q´q

Figure 4.2: A sketch of the J-holomorphic disks in the differential d. Here a˘ are

Reeb chords to Λ1
˘ from Λ2

˘, respectively, and x, x1, x2 are double points of Σ1YΣ2.

In these examples, p´ is a word of one pure Reeb chord p´1 of Λ1
´ while q´ is a word

of two pure Reeb chords q´1 q
´
2 of Λ2

´. The arrows denote the orientation inherited

from the boundary of the unit disk.

MJpc0; c1, . . . , cmq denote the moduli space of the J-holomorphic disks:

u : pDm`1, BDm`1q Ñ pRˆ R3,Σ1
Y Σ2

q

with the following properties:

• Dm`1 is a 2-dimensional unit disk with m ` 1 boundary points q0, q1, . . . , qm

removed and the points q0, q1, . . . , qm are arranged in a counterclockwise order.

• If c0 is a Reeb chord, the image of u is asymptotic to rN,8qˆ c0 near q0. If c0
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is an intersection point, then lim
zÑq0

upzq “ c0 and u maps the incoming segment

(resp. outgoing segment) of the boundary to Σ2 (resp. Σ1).

• If, for i ą 0, ci is a Reeb chord, the image of u is asymptotic to p´8,´N s ˆ ci

near qi. If ci is an intersection point, then lim
zÑqi

upzq “ ci and u maps the

incoming segment (resp. outgoing segment) of the boundary to Σ1 (resp. Σ2).

The four types of Moduli spaces used in the differential d of the Cthulhu chain

complex are shown in Figure 4.2. For any one of these four moduli spaces M, we

say a disk u P M is rigid if dimM “ 0. All the moduli spaces of holomorphic

disks introduced above admit a coherent orientation since both Σ1 and Σ2 are spin.

Therefore, one can associate each rigid holomorphic disk u PM with a sign and thus

can count the number of rigid holomorphic disks in M with sign.

Let a˘i ’s be Reeb chords to Λ1
˘ from Λ2

˘ and xi’s be double points of Σ1 Y Σ2.

The bold letters p˘, q˘ are words of pure Reeb chords of Λ1
˘ and Λ2

˘, respectively.

Here we assume that, for i “ 1, 2, εi´ is an augmentation of ApΛi
´q and εi` is the

augmentation of ApΛi
`q induced by Σi. The differential is defined as follows:
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d``pa
`
i q “

ÿ

dim ĂMJ`
pa`j ;p`,a`i ,q

`q“0

|ĂMJ`pa
`
j ; p`, a`i ,q

`
q|ε1`pp

`
qε2`pq

`
qa`j ;

d´´pa
´
i q “

ÿ

dim ĂMJ´
pa´j ;p´,a´i ,q

´q“0

|ĂMJ´pa
´
j ; p´, a´i ,q

´
q|ε1´pp

´
qε2´pq

´
qa´j ;

d00pxiq “
ÿ

dimMJ pxj ;p´,xi,q´q“0

|MJpxj; p
´, xi,q

´
q|ε1´pp

´
qε2´pq

´
qxj;

d0´pa
´
i q “

ÿ

dimMJ pxj ;p´,a
´
i ,q

´q“0

|MJpxj; p
´, a´i ,q

´
q|ε1´pp

´
qε2´pq

´
qxj;

d`0pxiq “
ÿ

dimMJ pa
`
j ;p´,xi,q´q“0

|MJpa
`
j ; p´, xi,q

´
q|ε1´pp

´
qε2´pq

´
qa`j ;

d`´pa
´
i q “

ÿ

dimMJ pa
`
j ;p´,a´i ,q

´q“0

|MJpa
`
j ; p´, a´i ,q

´
q|ε1´pp

´
qε2´pq

´
qa`j ,

where |M| denotes the number of rigid holomorphic disks in the moduli space M

counted with sign. Note that the definition of differential depends on the choice of

augmentations ε´1 and ε´2 , whose existence are essential to the Floer theory.

A holomorphic disk counted by the differential must satisfy the rigidity condition

and the positive energy condition. We will describe these conditions in details.

The Rigidity Condition. Let us interpret the condition dimMJpc1; p, c2,qq “

0 in terms of |ci| for i “ 1, 2, where ci can be either a Reeb chord or an intersection

point while p and q are words of pure Reeb chords in degree 0. Instead of deriving

a formula for the dimension of a moduli space, we use the idea of the wrapped

Floer homology to find the relation between |c1| and |c2|. Recall that both Σ1 and

Σ2 are cylindrical outside of r´N,N s ˆ R3. Consider a non-decreasing function

σptq : Rě0 Ñ Rě0 such that σ1ptq “ 0 when t ď N and σ1ptq “ 1 when t ě N 1,

where N 1 is a number bigger than N . Note that XH “ ´σp|t|qBz is a Hamiltonian

vector field with its time-s flow denoted by Φs
H . Flow Σ1 through XH and get a
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new cobordism Φs
HpΣ

1q, which is another exact Lagrangian cobordism according to

Section 5.1. Observe that Φs
HpΣ

1q wraps Σ1 on both ends in the negative Reed chord

direction. Hence for a large enough number s, each Reeb chord c to Λ1
` (resp. Λ1

´)

from Λ2
` (resp. Λ2

´) corresponds to a transversally double point č of Φs
HpΣ

1q YΣ2 in

N ă t ă N 1 (resp. ´N 1 ă t ă ´N). Moreover, if c is a Reeb chord in CpΛ1
`,Λ

2
`q,

we have

|č| “ CZpγčq “ CZpγcq ` 1 “ |c| ` 2.

If c is Reeb chord in CpΛ1
´,Λ

2
´q,

|č| “ CZpγčq “ CZpγcq “ |c| ` 1.

Each double point x of Σ1YΣ2 naturally corresponds to a double point x̌ of Φs
HpΣ

1qY

Σ2 in ´N ă t ă N with gradings satisfying |x̌| “ |x|.

Remark 4.2.2. The difference in grading correspondence between Reeb chords in

CpΛ1
`,Λ

2
`q and Reeb chords in CpΛ1

´,Λ
2
´q can be understood better in a special case

where Σ1 is a push off of Σ2 through a positive Morse function F : Σ2 Ñ Rą0. In

other words, in a Weinstein neighborhood of Σ2, the cobordism Σ1 is the graph of dF

for some positive Morse function F : Σ2 Ñ Rą0. In this case, the cobordism Φs
hpΣ

1q

is a push off of Σ2 through another Morse function F̃ as well. By the canonical Floer

theory [Flo88], we can choose a family of capping paths so that CZpγxq “ IndF̃ pxq

for any intersection point x of Φs
hpΣ

1q and Σ2. Similarly, for any Morse Reeb chord

c in Λ1
` Y Λ2

`, we can further require that Indf`pcq “ CZpγcq, where f` “ F
ˇ

ˇ

Λ2
`

.

Notice that IndF̃ pčq “ Indf`pcq ` 1. Therefore

|č| “ CZpγčq “ IndF̃ pčq “ Indf`pcq ` 1 “ CZpγcq ` 1 “ |c| ` 2.

For a Morse Reeb chord c in Λ1
´YΛ2

´, the indices satisfy IndF̃ pčq “ Indf´pcq, where

f´ “ F
ˇ

ˇ

Λ2
´

. Hence |č| “ CZpγčq “ IndF̃ pčq “ Indf´pcq “ CZpγcq “ |c| ` 1. A

schematic figure is shown in Figure 4.3.
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Σ1

Φs
hpΣ1q

Σ1

Φs
hpΣ1q

Σ2

Σ2

Σ2

Σ2

a`a´ a`a´ ǎ`ǎ´

t t

Figure 4.3: The top two are front projections while the bottom two are Lagrangian

projections. The indices satisfy |ǎ`| “ |a`| ` 2 and |ǎ´| “ |a´| ` 1.

So far, we have shown that generators of CthpΣ1,Σ2q can be identified with

intersection points of Φs
HpΣ

1q and Σ2, which are generators of CthpΦs
HpΣ

1q,Σ2q.

Moreover, by [CDRGG15, Proposition 8.2], the Cthulhu chain complexes CthpΣ1,Σ2q

and CthpΦs
HpΣ

1q,Σ2q are identified on the level of complexes as well. Note that the

generators of CthpΦs
HpΣ

1q,Σ2q do not contain any Reeb chords and hence we have

CthpΦs
HpΣ

1q,Σ2q “
`

CF pΦs
HpΣ

1q,Σ2q, d00

˘

. Lift Φs
HpΣ

1q Y Σ2 to be a Legendrian

submanifold L in R ˆ R3 ˆ R. Note that
`

CF pΦs
HpΣ

1q,Σ2q, d00

˘

is the dual of the

linearized contact homology chain complex of L as introduced in Section 2.2.3. Hence

if dimMpc1; p, c2,qq “ 0, there are rigid holomorphic disks that have a positive

puncture at č1 and a negative puncture at č2, which implies |č1| ´ |č2| “ 1. We can

get the corresponding grading relation between c1 and c2. In particular, let a˘ be

Reeb chords in CpΛ1
˘,Λ

2
˘q and x1,x2 be intersection points of Σ1 and Σ2 while p and

q are words of pure Reeb chords in degree 0 of Λ1
´ and Λ2

´, respectively. We have

that

• if dimMJpx1; p, x2,qq “ 0, then |c1| ´ |c2| “ 1;
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• if dimMJpx1; p, a´,qq “ 0, then |c1| ´ |a
´| “ 2;

• if dimMJpa
`; p, x1,qq “ 0, then |a`| ´ |x1| “ ´1;

• if dimMJpa
`; p, a´,qq “ 0, then |a`| ´ |a´| “ 0.

As a result, the Cthulhu chain complex can be written as

CthkpΣ1,Σ2
q “ Ck´2

pΛ1
`,Λ

2
`q ‘ CF

k
pΣ1,Σ2

q ‘ Ck´1
pΛ1
´,Λ

2
´q.

Under this decomposition, the differential

d “

¨

˝

d`` d`0 d`´
0 d00 d0´

0 0 d´´

˛

‚

has degree 1 as we expected.

The Positive Energy Condition. We interpret the positive energy condition

of a holomorphic disk u P Mpc0; c1, . . . , cmq in terms of the action of ci, where

i “ 0, . . . ,m. Following [Ekh08], we define the energy Epuq of a holomorphic disk

u : pD2, BD2
q Ñ pRˆ R3,Σ1

Y Σ2
q,

by Epuq “ Eωpuq ` Eαpuq, where the ω-energy

Eωpuq “

ż

u´1pr´N,NsˆR3q

u˚pωq `

ż

u´1pp´8,´NqˆR3q

u˚pe´Ndαq `

ż

u´1ppN,8qˆR3q

u˚peNdαq.

Note that Write u “ pt, vq, where t : D2 Ñ R and v : D2 Ñ R3. Define the α-energy

by

Eαpuq “ sup
φ´

ˆ
ż

u´1pp´8,´NqˆR3q

φ´ptq dt^ pv
˚αq

˙

` sup
φ`

ˆ
ż

u´1ppN,8qˆR3q

φ`ptq dt^ pv
˚αq

˙

,

where φ` and φ´ range over all compact supported smooth functions such that

ż ´N

´8

φ´ptq dt “ e´N and

ż 8

N

φ`ptq dt “ eN ,
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respectively. By Stokes’ Theorem, for any holomorphic disk u P Mpc0; c1, . . . , cmq,

we have

Eωpuq “ apc0q ´

m
ÿ

l“1

apclq.

A holomorphic disk has positive ω-energy, i.e. Eωpuq ą 0, which implies that apc0q ą

m
ÿ

l“1

apclq.

Under the assumption in Remark 4.2.1, the differential of the Cthulhu chain

complex d is of the form of an upper triangle. By [CDRGG15, Section 6], we have

d2 “ 0 and thus d is a differential map. Moreover, from [CDRGG15, Section 8],

the induced cohomology H˚CthpΣ1,Σ2q is an invariant under compactly supported

Hamiltonian isotopies. Push Σ1 along the negative z direction until Σ1 is far below

Σ2 and then, there is no Reeb chord to Σ1 from Σ2 nor intersection point between

Σ1 and Σ2. It is obvious that the cohomology is trivial, i.e. H˚CthpΣ1,Σ2q “ 0.
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5

The augmentation category map induced by exact
Lagrangian cobordisms

In Section 5.1, we perturb an exact Lagrangian cobordism using a Morse function and

obtain a pair of Lagrangian cobordisms. In Section 5.2, we apply the Floer theory

to this pair of cobordisms and get a long exact sequence. In Section 5.3, we describe

the rigid holomorphic disks counted by d`´, which is a part of the differential map of

the Cthulhu chain complex, in terms of holomorphic disks with boundary on Σ and

Morse flow lines. This is useful when identifying f1, i.e. the category map on the

level of morphisms, with d`´. In Section 5.4, we extend the method in Section 5.3 to

describe the differential d of the Cthulhu chain complex and recover the long exact

sequences in [CDRGG15]. Finally, we use the identification in Section 5.3 between

f1 and d`´ to prove Theorem 1.1.1 in Section 5.5.

5.1 Construction of the pair of cobordisms

First let us describe the neighborhood of a Lagrangian cobordism. Let Σ be an

exact Lagrangian cobordism from Λ´ to Λ` in
`

R ˆ R3, dpetαq
˘

, where Λ´ and Λ`
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are Legendrian links. By the Weinstein Lagrangian neighborhood theorem, there is

a symplectomorphism

ψ : nbhdpΣq Ă
`

pRˆ R3
q, dpetαq

˘

Ñ
`

T ˚Σ, dθ
˘

,

where θ is the negative Liouville form θ “ ´
ÿ

pidqi of T ˚Σ with coordinates

ppq1, q2q, pp1, p2qq. Specifically, on the p˘8´qboundary R ˆ Λ˘, the symplectomor-

phism ψ is given by a composition of two symplectomorphisms ψ1˝ψ0. As mentioned

before, there is a contactomorphism from a tubular neighborhood of Λ˘ in R3 to a

neighborhood of the zero section of J1pΛ˘q. Composing with the identity map on

Rt, we get a symplectomorphism ψ0 from the neighborhood of Rˆ Λ˘ in Rˆ R3 to

Rˆ J1pΛ˘q. The second part ψ1 is given by

ψ1 : nbhdpΣq Ă
`

pRˆ J1pΛ˘qq, dpe
tαq

˘

Ñ
`

T ˚pRą0 ˆ Λ˘q, dθ
˘

pt, pq, p, zqq ÞÑ
`

pet, qq, pz, etpq
˘

For a Morse function F : Σ Ñ Rě0 such that the determinant of the Hessian

matrix is small enough, the graph of dF is a Lagrangian submanifold in T ˚Σ. Pull

it back to Rˆ R3 and denote ψ´1pgraphpdF qq by Σ1.

Now we show that Σ1 is an exact Lagrangian submanifold as well. Notice that

Vpq,pq :“ dF |q is a Hamiltonian vector field in T ˚Σ since ιV dθ “ ´dF̃ , where F̃ “

F ˝ π and π is the natural projection π : T ˚pΣq Ñ Σ. In order to extend ψ´1
˚ pV q

to be a Hamiltonian vector field in R ˆ R3, we choose a smoothly cut off function

γ : T ˚pΣq Ñ R such that γpq,pq “ 1 in a tubular neighborhood of the zero section

containing the graph of dF and γpq,pq “ 0 outside of a slightly bigger tubular

neighborhood of the zero section. Pull the Hamiltonian vector field of γ ¨ F̃ back

through ψ and extend to a Hamiltonian vector field XH in R ˆ R3. For a suitable

neighborhood of Σ in Rˆ R3, we have

ιXHdpe
tαq

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

nbhdpΣq

“ ψ˚pιV dθq “ ψ˚p´dF̃ q “ dp´F̃ ˝ ψq

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

nbhdpΣq

.
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Hence its Hamiltonian H “ ´F̃ ˝ ψ around Σ. Denote the time s flow of XH by φsH

and thus Σ1 “ φ1
HpΣq. We can compute the 1-form on Σ1:

φ1
H
˚
etα “ etα `

ż 1

0

d

ds
φsH

˚
petαq ds

“ etα `

ż 1

0

φsH
˚
pιXHdpe

tαq ` dpιXHe
tαqq ds

“ etα `

ż 1

0

φsH
˚
pdH ` dpetαpXHqqq ds

“ etα ` dp

ż 1

0

pH ` etαpXHqq ˝ φ
s
H dsq.

(5.1)

Thus Σ1 is exact. Moreover, if Σ has a primitive g, then Σ1 has a primitive

g `

ż 1

0

pH ` etαpXHqq ˝ φ
s
H ds.

We are going to construct a particular Morse function for Σ such that the image

of the Morse function has cylindrical ends as well and thus is an exact Lagrangian

cobordism. Suppose Σ is cylindrical outside of r´N`δ,N´δsˆR3, where 0 ă δ ă 1.

Choose Morse functions g˘ : Λ˘ Ñ p0, 1{2q and G : Σ X
`

r´N,N s ˆ R3
˘

Ñ p0, 1q

such that

G
∣∣
ΣXttPr´N,´N`δsYrN´δ,Nsu

“ et.

Define a smooth non-decreasing function ρ : Rą0 Ñ r0, 1s such that ρpsq “ 0 for

s ď 1 and ρpsq “ 1 for s ě eδ.

For 0 ă η ă e´2, define a Morse function F η : Σ Ñ Rą0 to be

F η
pt, qq :“

$

’

’

’

’

’

’

&

’

’

’

’

’

’

%

η2Ng´pqqs, if t ă ´N ;

pρpeNsqpηN ´ η2Ng´pqqq ` η
2Ng´pqqqs, if ´N ď t ď ´N ` δ;

ηNG, if ´N ` δ ă t ă N ´ δ;

pηN ` ρpe´N`δsqηNg`pqqqs, if N ´ δ ď t ď N ;

pηN ` ηNg`pqqqs, if t ą N,
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where s “ et. One can check that F η has the following properties:

• The Morse function F η is increasing with respect to t when t ď ´N ` δ or

t ě N ´ δ. This implies that the critical points of F η and the critical points of

G are in 1´ 1 correspondence and are all contained in ΣX
`

r´N,N s ˆ R3
˘

.

• The Morse function F η is bounded by 2ηNeN on ΣX
`

r´N,N s ˆ R3
˘

.

• Write F η
ˇ

ˇ

tNuˆΛ`
as f η`e

N and F η
ˇ

ˇ

t´NuˆΛ´
as f η´e

´N , respectively. The graph

of dF η on p´8,´Nq ˆ Λ´ is the same as p´8,´Nq ˆ graphpdfη´q and the

graph of dF η on pN,8q ˆ Λ` is the same as pN,8q ˆ graphpdfη`q.

Push pΣ,Λ`,Λ´q off through F η and obtain a copy of pΣ,Λ`,Λ´q, labeled by

pΣ1,Λ1
`,Λ

1
´q. Label the original pΣ,Λ`,Λ´q by pΣ2,Λ2

`,Λ
2
´q. Thus Σ1 is a push off

of Σ2 through F η and Λ1
` (resp. Λ1

´) is a push off of Λ2
` (resp. Λ2

´) through f η` (resp.

f η´).

5.2 The long exact sequence

Now we apply the Floer theory to the pair of cobordisms Σ1 Y Σ2 constructed in

Section 5.1 and get a long exact sequence. Combining the long exact sequence with

the augmentation category map induced by the exact Lagrangian cobordism, we

obtain an obstruction to the existence of the exact Lagrangian cobordisms.

Recall that the grading for generators in the Cthulhu chain complex depends on

the choice of capping paths. According to the canonical Floer theory [Flo88], we can

choose a family of capping paths such that the Conley-Zehnder index of any double

point x of Σ1 Y Σ2 satisfies CZpΓxq “ IndF ηpxq. Now we apply the Floer theory to

the pair of Lagrangian cobordisms Σ1 Y Σ2 and have the following theorem.

Theorem 5.2.1. Let Σi, for i “ 1, 2, be the cobordisms from Λi
´ to Λi

` as constructed

in Section 5.1. Suppose εi´ is an augmentation of ApΛi
´q and εi` is the augmentation
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of ApΛi
`q induced by Σi. Fix a suitable domain dependent almost complex structure

on R ˆ R3 that is compatible with the symplectic form and cylindrical ends. For η

small enough, the Cthulhu chain complex is

CthkpΣ1,Σ2
q “ Ck´2

pΛ1
`,Λ

2
`q ‘ CF

k
pΣ1,Σ2

q ‘ Ck´1
pΛ1
´,Λ

2
´q.

Under this decomposition, the differential is

d “

¨

˝

d`` d`0 d`´
0 d00 d0´

0 0 d´´

˛

‚.

Moreover,

1. the map d00 is the Morse co–differential induced by F η, i.e., the chain complex

pCF kpΣ1,Σ2q, d00q is the Morse co–chain complex pCk
MorseF

η, dF ηq induced by

F η;

2. the chain complex pCk´2pΛ1
`,Λ

2
`q, d``q “ pHom

k´1
` pε1`, ε

2
`q,m1q while the chain

complex pCk´1pΛ1
´,Λ

2
´q, d´´q “ pHom

k
`pε

1
´, ε

2
´q,m1q.

Proof. First, we need to show that all the intersection points x P CF kpΣ1,Σ2q have

positive action, which is the condition for the differential to have the form above by

Remark 4.2.1.

Let gi be a primitive of Σi for i “ 1, 2. According to the computation (5.1), we

have

g1 “ g2 `

ż 1

0

pH ` etαpXHqq ˝ φ
s
H ds,

where H “ ´F̃ η ˝ ψ. It is not hard to check that g1 “ g2 on ΣX
`

p´8,´Nq ˆR3
˘

.

Therefore we can assume g1 “ g2 “ 0 on ΣX
`

p´8,´Nq ˆR3
˘

and use g1 and g2 as

primitives to define action. The action of each intersection point x is

apxq “ g2pxq ´ g1pxq “

ż 1

0

pH ` etαpXHqq ˝ φ
s
H ds.
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Notice that the vector field XH vanishes at the intersection point x. Hence

apxq “ ´

ż 1

0

H ˝ φsH ds “ ´H “ F η
˝ ψpxq ą 0.

Next, we are going to show that for η small enough, the rigid holomorphic disks

that contribute to d00 do not include any pure Reeb chords as negative punctures.

Let x and y be two double points of Σ1 Y Σ2. For any rigid holomorphic disk

u PMpx; p, y,qq, where p and q are words of pure Reeb chords of Λ1
´YΛ2

´, we have

the energy estimate:

Eωpuq ď apxq ´ apyq ´ appq ´ apqq.

Since u has positive energy, we have

appq ` apqq ď F η
pψpxqq ´ F η

pψpyqq ď F η
pψpxqq.

Therefore, for η small enough such that the maximum of the Morse function F η is

smaller than the minimum action of pure Reeb chords of Λ1
´ and Λ2

´, the moduli

space that contributes to d00 is of the form Mpx; yq. By [EES09, Lemma 6.11], the

boundary of a rigid holomorphic disk with two punctures at intersection points con-

verge to a rigid Morse flow line, which implies d00 “ dF η . Furthermore, the gradings

satisfy |x| “ CZpγxq “ IndF ηpxq. Therefore pCF kpΣ1,Σ2q, d00q “ pC
k
MorseF

η, dF ηq.

Recall that there is a natural identity map with degree 1 from Ck´1pΛ1
˘,Λ

2
˘q to

Homk
`pε

1
˘, ε

2
˘q, respectively. Moreover, the definitions of d˘˘ and m1 match as well.

Hence we have pCk´1pΛ1
´,Λ

2
´q, d´´q “ pHom

k
`pε

1
´, ε

2
´q,m1q while pCk´2pΛ1

`,Λ
2
`q, d``q “

pHomk´1
` pε1`, ε

2
`q,m1q.

For the rest of the paper, we fix a small enough η and write F η, f η`, f η´ as

F , f`, f´, respectively. According to the Floer theory in Section 4, we have

HkpCthpΣ1,Σ2q, dq “ 0, where

CthkpΣ1,Σ2
q “ Homk´1

` pε1`, ε
2
`q ‘ C

k
MorseF ‘Hom

k
`pε

1
´, ε

2
´q,
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and

d “

¨

˝

m1 d`0 d`´
0 dF d0´

0 0 m1

˛

‚.

Consider the chain map Ψ “ d`´ ` d0´:

Ψ : pHomk
`pε

1
´, ε

2
´q,m1q Ñ

ˆ

Homk
`pε

1
`, ε

2
`q ‘ C

k`1
MorseF, d

1
“

ˆ

m1 d`0

0 dF

˙˙

.

Notice that the mapping cone of Ψ has trivial homology. Therefore,

Hk
pHom`pε

1
´, ε

2
´qq – HkConepd`0q.

Hence we have the following long exact sequence:

¨ ¨ ¨ // HkpCMorseF, dF q // HkHom`pε
1
`, ε

2
`q

// HkHom`pε
1
´, ε

2
´q

// Hk`1pCMorseF, dF q // ¨ ¨ ¨

Moreover, notice that in the construction in Section 5.1, the gradient flows of F

flow in from the bottom and out of the top. Hence we have

Hk
pCMorseF, dF q “ Hk

pΣ,Λ´q.

Corollary 5.2.2. Let Σ be an exact Lagrangian cobordism with Maslov number 0

from Λ´ to Λ`. For i “ 1, 2, if εi´ is an augmentation of ApΛ´q and εi` is the

augmentation of ApΛ`q induced by Σ, then we have the following long exact sequence:

¨ ¨ ¨ // HkpΣ,Λ´q // HkHom`pε
1
`, ε

2
`q

// HkHom`pε
1
´, ε

2
´q

// Hk`1pΣ,Λ´q // ¨ ¨ ¨

(5.2)

Remark 5.2.3. When the Maslov number of Σ is d, which is not 0, the method above

works as well. The only difference is that the grading of generators in the Cthulhu

chain complex is defined mod d. Thus, the long exact sequence (5.2) holds with

gradings mod d.
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If ε1´ “ ε2´ “ ε´, by [NRS`15, Section 5.2], we have the identification

HkHom`pε, εq – LCHε
1´kpΛq,

where LCHε
kpΛq is the linearized contact homology of Λ. The long exact sequence

(5.2) can be rewritten in terms of linearized contact homology:

¨ ¨ ¨ // HkpΣ,Λ´q // LCH
ε`
1´kpΛ`q

// LCH
ε´
1´kpΛ´q

// Hk`1pΣ,Λ´q // ¨ ¨ ¨

Furthermore, if Λ´ is empty, then Σ is an exact Lagrangian filling of Λ` and

ε` is an augmentation of ApΛ`q induced by the Lagrangian filling. The long exact

sequence (5.2) gives

Hk
pΣq – HkHom`pε`, ε`q – LCH

ε`
1´kpΛ`q,

which is the Seidel isomorphism (following [NRS`15]). This theorem was conjectured

by Seidel [Sei08] and was proved by Dimitroglou Rizell [DR16].

If Λ`, instead, is empty and ApΛ´q has an augmentation ε´, the long exact

sequence (5.2) tells us that

HkHom`pε´, ε´q – Hk`1
pΣ,Λ´q “

$

’

&

’

%

F if k “ 1,

F1´χpΣq if k “ 0,

0 otherwise.

However, by Sabloff duality (3.2),

dimH0Hom`pε´, ε´q “ dimH2Hom´pε´, ε´q “ dimH2Hom`pε´, ε´q “ 0.

This is a contradiction since the unit eε´ “ ´y
_ is always in H0Hom`pε´, ε´q and is

not 0. Thus if Λ` is empty, then Λ´ does not admit any augmentation. This result

was previously known by [CDRGG15, DR15].
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Remark 5.2.4. For the rest of the paper, we will focus on the case where Λ` and

Λ´ are single component knots. Given the fact that there does not exist a compact

Lagrangian manifold in R ˆ R3 and Λ´ does not admit a cap (since Λ´ has an

augmentation), we know that any cobordism Σ from Λ´ to Λ` must be connected.

Combining the long exact sequence (5.2) with the augmentation category map

induced by the exact Lagrangian cobordism Σ, we have the following theorem.

Theorem 5.2.5. Let Σ be an exact Lagrangian cobordism with Maslov number 0

from a Legendrian knot Λ´ to a Legendrian knot Λ`. For i “ 1, 2, assume εi´ is an

augmentation of the ApΛ´q with a single base point and εi` is the augmentation of

ApΛ`q induced by Σ. Then the map

i0 : H0Hom`pε
1
`, ε

2
`q Ñ H0Hom`pε

1
´, ε

2
´q

in the long exact sequence (5.2) is an isomorphism. Moreover, we have that

H˚Hom`pε
1
`, ε

2
`q – H˚Hom`pε

1
´, ε

2
´q ‘ F´χpΣqr1s, (5.3)

where F´χpΣqr1s denotes the vector space F´χpΣq in degree 1 and χpΣq is the Euler

characteristic of the surface Σ.

Proof. By Remark 5.2.4, we have

Hk
pΣ,Λ´q “

#

F´χpΣq if k “ 1

0 if else.

The long exact sequence (5.2) shows that for k ą 1 or k ă 0, the map

ik : HkHom`pε
1
`, ε

2
`q Ñ HkHom`pε

1
´, ε

2
´q

in the long exact sequence induces an isomorphism

HkHom`pε
1
`, ε

2
`q – HkHom`pε

1
´, ε

2
´q.
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When k “ 0 or 1, we have

0 // H0Hom`pε
1
`, ε

2
`q

i0 // H0Hom`pε
1
´, ε

2
´q

// F´χpΣq // H1Hom`pε
1
`, ε

2
`q

// H1Hom`pε
1
´, ε

2
´q

// 0

For the rest of the proof, we need to show

dim
`

H0Hom`pε
1
`, ε

2
`q
˘

ě dim
`

H0Hom`pε
1
´, ε

2
´q
˘

.

Once this inequality holds, the fact that i0 : H0Hom`pε
1
`, ε

2
`q Ñ H0Hom`pε

1
´, ε

2
´q is

injective implies that it is an isomorphism. Note that the long exact sequence (5.2)

is over the field F. It follows that

H1Hom`pε
1
`, ε

2
`q – H1Hom`pε

1
´, ε

2
´q ‘ F´χpΣq.

To prove the inequality, we exchange the positions of ε1 and ε2 in the long exact

sequence (5.2) and get

¨ ¨ ¨ // HkpΣ,Λ´q // HkHom`pε
2
`, ε

1
`q

// HkHom`pε
2
´, ε

1
´q

// Hk`1pΣ,Λ´q // ¨ ¨ ¨ ,

which implies

H2Hom`pε
2
`, ε

1
`q – H2Hom`pε

2
´, ε

1
´q.

By Sabloff duality (3.2), we have

dim
`

H0Hom´pε
1
˘, ε

2
˘q
˘

“ dim
`

H2Hom`pε
2
˘, ε

1
˘q
˘

.

Thus dim
`

H0Hom´pε
1
`, ε

2
`q
˘

“ dim
`

H0Hom´pε
1
´, ε

2
´q
˘

.

Since Λ` and Λ´ are both Legendrian knots with a single base point, we have

the long exact sequence (3.1) for Λ` and Λ´:

0 // H0Hom´pε
1
˘, ε

2
˘q

// H0Hom`pε
1
˘, ε

2
˘q

// H0pΛ˘q
δ˘ // H1Hom´pε

1
˘, ε

2
˘q

// ¨ ¨ ¨ .

From this long exact sequence, we have

dim
`

H0Hom`pε
1
˘, ε

2
˘

˘

“ dim
`

H0Hom´pε
1
˘, ε

2
˘q
˘

` dimpker δ˘q.

Thus, to prove dim
`

H0Hom`pε
1
`, ε

2
`q
˘

ě dim
`

H0Hom`pε
1
´, ε

2
´q
˘

, we only need to

show dimpker δ`q ě dimpker δ´q.
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Recall that the cobordism Σ from Λ´ and Λ` induces an A8 category map

f : Aug`pΛ´q Ñ Aug`pΛ`q

in the way described in Section 3.2. In particular, we get the functor f1 of augmen-

tation categories on the level of morphisms:

f1 : Hom`pε
1
´, ε

2
´q Ñ Hom`pε

1
`, ε

2
`q.

This map descends to the cohomology level as f˚ : H˚Hom`pε
1
´, ε

2
´q Ñ H˚Hom`pε

1
`, ε

2
`q.

Notice that f1 sends Hom´pε
1
´, ε

2
´q to Hom´pε

1
`, ε

2
`q. Hence f1 induces a map be-

tween the cohomology of the quotient chain complexes, denoted by f˚ as well.

We have the following diagram commutes:

0 // H0Hom´pε
1
`, ε

2
`q

// H0Hom`pε
1
`, ε

2
`q

// H0pΛ`q
δ` // H1Hom´pε

1
`, ε

2
`q

// ¨ ¨ ¨

0 // H0Hom´pε
1
´, ε

2
´q

//

f˚

OO

H0Hom`pε
1
´, ε

2
´q

//

f˚

OO

H0pΛ´q
δ´ //

f˚

OO

H1Hom´pε
1
´, ε

2
´q

//

f˚

OO

¨ ¨ ¨.

Thus f˚pker δ´q Ă ker δ`. Furthermore, notice that f1 sends the generator

py´q_ P C0
MorsepΛ´q to the corresponding py`q_ P C0

MorsepΛ`q and C´1
MorsepΛ`q “ 0.

Hence f˚ is injective on H0pΛ´q, which implies

dimpker δ`q ě dimpker δ´q.

If ε1´ “ ε2´ “ ε´ and ε´ comes from a Lagrangian filling L´, then ε` also comes

from the filling L`, which is a concatenation of Σ and L´. By Seidel’s isomorphism

(following [NRS`15]), we have Homk
`pε˘, ε˘q – HkpL˘q, which implies that

HkHom`pε`, ε`q – HkHom`pε´, ε´q for k ‰ 1
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and when k “ 1,

H1Hom`pε`, ε`q – H1Hom`pε´, ε´q ‘ F´χpΣq.

Theorem 5.2.5 is a generalization of Seidel’s isomorphism. Equation (5.3) holds

even if ε´ does not come from a Lagrangian filling or ε1´ and ε2´ are not the same.

If the two augmentations are the same, we can identify the cohomology of Hom`

space with the linearize contact homology by [NRS`15]:

HkHom`pε, εq – LCHε
1´kpΛq.

Now we restate Theorem 5.2.5 in terms of linearized contact homology.

Corollary 5.2.6. Let Σ be an exact Lagrangian cobordism with Maslov number 0

from a Legendrian knot Λ´ to a Legendrian knot Λ`. Assume ε´ is an augmentation

of ApΛ´q and ε` is the augmentation of ApΛ`q induced by Σ. Then

LCHε`
˚ pΛ`q – LCHε´

˚ pΛ´q ‘ F´χpΣqr0s,

where F´χpΣqr0s denotes the vector space F´χpΣq in degree 0.

Therefore, if there exists an exact Lagrangian cobordism Σ from Λ´ to Λ`, the

Poincaré polynomial of linearized contact homology of Λ` agrees with that of Λ´

in all degrees except 0. In degree 0 their coefficients differ by ´χpΣq. This gives a

strong and computable obstruction to the existence of exact Lagrangian cobordisms.

One can check the Poincaré polynomials of linearize contact homology for any two

Legendrian knots with small crossings through the atlas in [CN13]. If they do not

satisfy the relation given in Corollary 5.2.6, there does not exist an exact Lagrangian

cobordism between them.

For example, let Λ1 and Λ2 be the Legendrian knots with maximum Thurston–

Bennequin number of smooth knot type 41 and 61, respectively (as shown in Figure
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61 41

Figure 5.1: The topological cobordism between 61 and 41 can be achieved by two

saddle moves along the red lines followed by an isotopy.

1.4). There is a topological cobordism between 41 and 61 with genus 1 as shown in

Figure 5.1. Moreover, the Thurston–Bennequin numbers of Λ1 and Λ2 are ´3 and

´5, respectively, which satisfy the Thurston–Bennequin number relation (1.1). Thus

there is a possibility to exist an exact Lagrangian cobordism from Λ2 to Λ1 with

genus 1. However, we have the following proposition:

Proposition 5.2.7. There does not exist an exact Lagrangian cobordism from Λ2 to

Λ1 with Maslov number 0.

Proof. The Poincaré polynomials of linearized contact homology for Λ1 and Λ2 are

t´1 ` 2t and 2t´1 ` 3t, respectively. As a result of Corollary 5.2.6, there does not

exist an exact Lagrangian cobordism from Λ2 to Λ1 with Maslov number 0.

5.3 Geometric description of the differential map.

Let Σ be an exact Lagrangian cobordism from a Legendrian knot Λ´ to a Legen-

drian knot Λ`. For i “ 1, 2, assume εi´ is an augmentation of ApΛ´q and εi` is

the augmentation induced by Σ. So far we have two maps from Hom`pε
1
´, ε

2
´q to
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Hom`pε
1
`, ε

2
`q. One is the geometric map d`´ in the differential of the Cthulhu chain

complex CthpΣ1,Σ2q defined by counting rigid holomorphic disks with boundary on

Σ1YΣ2. The other map is the augmentation category map induced by Σ on the level

of morphisms f1, defined algebraically in Section 3.2. In this section, we will show

that, with a choice of Morse function F on the cobordism Σ, the maps d`´ and f1

are the same. To do that, we describe the two maps separately and then compare

their images on each generator of Hom`pε
1
´, ε

2
´q.

In order to describe d`´, we want to interpret rigid holomorphic disks with bound-

ary on Σ1YΣ2 in terms of rigid holomorphic disks with boundary on Σ together with

negative gradient flows of a Morse function. This is analogous to a result in [EES09],

which gives a correspondence between rigid holomorphic disks with boundary on a

2–copy of a Legendrian submanifold L and rigid holomorphic disks with boundary

on L together with negative gradient flows of a Morse function. Now let us describe

the result in [EES09] with details.

Let L be a Legendrian submanifold in the contact manifold pP ˆR, kerpdz´ θqq,

where pP, dθq is an exact symplectic 2n–dimensional manifold. Instead of considering

holomorphic disks in the symplectization of PˆR with boundary on RˆL, according

to [DR16], we can consider holomorphic disks in P with boundary on πpLq, where π

is the projection P ˆRÑ P . See [EES09, Section 2.2.3] for the detailed definition of

holomorphic disks with boundary on πpLq. As the points on πpLq and points on L

are naturally corresponded except that the double points of πpLq correspond to the

Reeb chords of L, we refer the holomorphic disks as J–holomorphic disks with

boundary on L as in [EES09], where J is a generic almost complex structure on

P . Choose a Morse–Smale pair pf, gq, where f is a Morse function L Ñ R and g

is a Riemannian metric on L, such that pf, g, Jq is adjusted to L in the sense of

[EES09, Section 6.3]. Push L off through the Morse function f and get a 2–copy of

L, denoted by 2L. In order to describe rigid holomorphic disks with boundary on 2L,
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we need to introduce the generalized disks determined by pf, g, Jq. A generalized

disk is a pair pu, γq, where

• u PM is a J–holomorphic disk with boundary on L;

• γ is a negative gradient flow of f with one end on the boundary of u and the

other end at a critical point p of the Morse function f ;

• the boundary of u and γ intersect transversely.

The point p is called a negative Morse puncture if the flow line γ flows toward

p, and is called a positive Morse puncture if γ flows away from p. The formal

dimension dimpu, γq is defined by

dimpu, γq “

#

dimM` 1` Indf ppq ´ n, if p is a positive Morse puncture,

dimM` 1´ Indf ppq, if p is a negative Morse puncture.

The generalized disk pu, γq is called rigid if dimpu, γq “ 0.

The rigid holomorphic disks with boundary on a 2–copy of L can be described

as below in terms of whether their punctures are Morse Reeb chords or non–Morse

Reeb chords (as defined in Section 3.2).

Lemma 5.3.1 ([EES09, Theorem 3.6]). Let pf, g, Jq be a pair described above that

is adjusted to the Legendrian submanifold L. Push L off through the Morse function

f and get a 2–copy 2L. There are bijective correspondences below:

• Rigid holomorphic disks with boundary on 2L that have one positive puncture

and one negative puncture at non–Morse mixed Reeb chords and the other punc-

tures at pure Reeb chords are in 1 ´ 1 correspondence with rigid holomorphic

disks with boundary on L as shown in Figure 5.2 paq.
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• Rigid holomorphic disks with boundary on 2L that have exactly one puncture

at a Morse Reeb chord are in 1´ 1 correspondence with rigid generalized disks

pu, γq determined by pf, g, Jq as shown in Figure 5.2 pbq.

• Rigid holomorphic disks with boundary on 2L that have two punctures at Morse

Reeb chords are in 1 ´ 1 correspondence with rigid negative gradient flows of

the Morse function f .

2L L

u

paq

2L L

γ

u

pbq

Figure 5.2: Schematic picture of the correspondences in Lemma 5.3.1. The arrows

indicate the orientation of holomorphic disks and the negative gradient flow line.

In order to get an analogous description for a 2–copy of Σ, we need a result in

[EHK16] to relate rigid holomorphic disks with boundary on a cobordism Σ to rigid

holomorphic disks with boundary on some Legendrian submanifold LΣ.
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Let us first construct the Legendrian submanifold LΣ. Suppose Σ is an exact

Lagrangian submanifold in
`

RˆR3, dpetαq
˘

from Λ´ to Λ`. Assume it is cylindrical

outside of r´N ` δ,N ´ δs ˆ R3, where δ is a small positive number. Under the

symplectomorphism

ψ :
`

Rˆ R3, dpetαq
˘

Ñ
`

T ˚pRą0 ˆ Rq, dθ
˘

pt, x, y, zq ÞÑ
`

pet, xq, pz, etyq
˘

,

the cobordism Σ can be viewed as a cobordism in
`

T ˚pRą0 ˆ Rq, dθ
˘

, where θ is

the negative Liouville form of the cotangent bundle. Let a´ “ e´N and a` “ eN .

There exists a small number ε ą 0 such that Σ is cylindrical outside of T ˚
`

ra´ `

ε, a` ´ εs ˆR
˘

. Chopping off the ends of Σ, we get a cobordism in T ˚
`

ra´, a`s ˆR
˘

with the canonical symplectic form. Lift it to be a Legendrian submanifold Σ in the

1–jet space J1
`

ra´, a`s ˆ R
˘

“ T ˚
`

ra´, a`s ˆ R
˘

ˆ R. Near the positive boundary

J1
`

pa` ´ ε, a`s ˆ R
˘

, the Legendrian Σ can be parametrized as

ps, x`pqq, z`pqq, sy`pqq, sz`pqq `B`q “ j1
psz`pqq `B`q

for some constant number B`, where s “ et and pt, qq P ΣX
`

plogpa` ´ εq, log a`s ˆ

R3
˘

“ plogpa` ´ εq, log a`s ˆ Λ`. Here sz`pqq `B` may not be a function of ps, xq.

However, consider tpx`pqq, z`pqqq|q P Λ`u, which is the front projection of Λ to xz–

plane. The cusps divide the front diagram of Λ` into pieces. Note that on each

piece z`ppq is a perfect function of x`ppq and at each cusp, the two functions from

different pieces match at the cusp. Therefore, we can write the parametrization as

j1psz`pqq ` B`q. Similarly, near the negative boundary J1
`

ra´, a´ ` εq ˆ R
˘

, the

Legendrian Σ can be parametrized as

ps, x´pqq, z´pqq, sy´pqq, sz´pqq `B´q “ j1
psz´pqq `B´q,

where ps, qq P ra´, a´ ` εq ˆ Λ´ and B´ is a constant number.
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However, notice that Σ does not have any Reeb chords. Therefore, we consider

the Morse Legendrian ΣMo, which is a Legendrian submanifold in J1
`

ra´, a`sˆR
˘

that agrees with Σ on J1
`

pa´ ` ε, a` ´ εq ˆ R
˘

. But near the p˘q–boundary, the

Morse Legendrian can be parametrized as j1
`

pA˘ ¯ ps´ a˘q
2qz˘pqq

˘

, i.e.

`

s, x˘pqq, ¯2ps´ a˘qz˘pqq, pA˘ ¯ ps´ a˘q
2
qy˘pqq, pA˘ ¯ ps´ a˘q

2
qz˘pqq

˘

, (5.4)

where A˘ are positive numbers. The key property of the Morse Legendrian is that

the Reeb chords of ΣMo on the p˘q–boundary are in bijective correspondence with

Reeb chords of Λ˘, respectively.

There are isotopies from sz˘pqq`B˘ to pA˘¯ps´a˘q
2qz˘pqq, respectively, which

induce a diffeomorphism from Σ to the Morse Legendrian ΣMo. Extend ΣMo to be a

Legendrian submanifold LΣ in J1pRą0 ˆ Rq by adding

j1
`

pA` ´ ps´ a`q
2
qz`pqq

˘

with ps, qq P pa`,8q ˆ Λ` to the positive boundary and adding

j1
`

pA´ ` ps´ a´q
2
qz´pqq

˘

with ps, qq P p0, a´qˆΛ´ to the negative boundary. In other words, when s ă a´` ε

or s ą a` ´ ε, we can parametrize LΣ as (5.4). Note that

LΣ X J
1
`

pa´ ` ε, a` ´ εq ˆ R
˘

“ ΣMo.

Moreover, according to [EK08], there is a natural bijective correspondence between

rigid holomorphic disks with boundary on LΣ and rigid holomorphic disks with

boundary on ΣMo. Combining with a result in [EHK16], we know that rigid holomor-

phic disks with boundary on an exact Lagrangian cobordism Σ are in 1´1 correspon-

dence with rigid holomorphic disks with boundary on LΣ that have positive (resp.

negative) punctures at Reeb chords lying the slice s “ a` (resp. s “ a´). The proof
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of this result can be applied directly to the case of immersed exact Lagrangian sub-

manifolds with cylindrical ends, where we only consider the rigid holomorphic disks

with punctures on Reeb chords but no double points. Hence we have the following

result for a 2–copy of Σ, denoted by ΣY Σ1.

Lemma 5.3.2. Let Σ and Σ1 be exact Lagrangian cobordisms from Λ´ to Λ` and from

Λ1´ to Λ1`, respectively. The Morse Legendrian LΣYΣ1 constructed above is a union of

LΣ and LΣ1. Moreover, rigid holomorphic disks with boundary on Σ Y Σ1 that have

positive (resp. negative) punctures at Reeb chords of Λ` Y Λ1` (resp. Λ´ Y Λ1´) are

in 1–1 correspondence with rigid holomorphic disks with boundary on LΣ Y LΣ1 that

have positive (resp. negative) punctures at the Reeb chords lying in the slice s “ a`

(resp. s “ a´).

Note that the rigid holomorphic disks with boundary on Σ Y Σ1 considered in

Lemma 5.3.2 are not all the rigid holomorphic disks since we did not talk about

holomorphic disks with punctures at double points. The disks we considered are the

ones counted by d`´.

In order to apply Lemma 5.3.1 to LΣYΣ1 and get the analog correspondences for

exact Lagrangian cobordisms, we need to view LΣ1 as the 1–jet of a function

F̃ : LΣ Ñ R

in the neighborhood of LΣ and show that F̃ is Morse. To describe the function easily,

pull it back to be a function Σ Ñ R, denoted by F̃ as well. Note that F̃ “ F on

ΣX T ˚
`

ra´ ` ε, a` ´ εs ˆ R
˘

.

Now let us focus on the part s P pa`´ ε,8q. Denote LΣXJ
1
`

pa`´ ε,8qˆR
˘

by

B`pLΣq and denote ΣXT ˚
`

pa`´ ε,8qˆR
˘

by B`pΣq. One can check that the Reeb

chords from B`pLΣq to B`pLΣ1q are in bijective correspondence with the Reeb chords

from Λ` to Λ1` by a property of Morse Legendrian. As a result, the only critical

points of F̃ on B`pΣq are ps, qq, where s “ a` and f 1`pqq “ 0.
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Let π1 and π2 be the natural projections as follows:

J1pRą0 ˆ Rxq

π1

||

π2

""
J1pRą0q J1pRxq

First project B`pLΣq and B`pLΣ1q to J1pRxq. We have

π2pB`pLΣqq “ px`pqq, pA` ´ ps´ a`q
2
qy`pqq, pA` ´ ps´ a`q

2
qz`pqqq

and

π2pB`pLΣ1qq “ px
1
`pqq, pA` ´ ps´ a`q

2
qy1`pqq, pA` ´ ps´ a`q

2
qz1`pqqq.

Thus for fixed s P pa` ´ ε,8q, we have F̃ ps, qq “ pA` ´ ps ´ a`q
2qf`pqq, where

f` “ F
ˇ

ˇ

ta`uˆΛ`
. Second, project B`pLΣq and B`pLΣ1q to J1pRą0q. We have

π1pB`pLΣqq “ ps,´2ps´ a`qz`pqq, pA` ´ ps´ a`q
2
qz`pqqq,

and

π1pB`pLΣ1qq “ ps,´2ps´ a`qz
1
`pqq, pA` ´ ps´ a`q

2
qz1`pqqq.

For a fixed q P Λ`, the only non-degenerate singularity of F̃ ps, qq is a`. In particular,

it is a local maximum since z1`pqq ą z`pqq, which comes from the fact that f` ą 0

as constructed in Section 5.1. Therefore, we have

IndF̃ pa`, qq “ Indf`pqq ` 1.

Similarly, on the negative side, denote F
ˇ

ˇ

ta´uˆΛ´
as f´. The critical points of F̃ on

Σ X T ˚
`

p´8, a´ ` εq ˆ R
˘

agree with the critical points of f´ that lie in the slice

s “ a´. Moreover, the indices satisfy IndF̃ pa´, qq “ Indf´pqq. Hence F̃ is a Morse

function.
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Choose a Riemannian metric g on Σ and a generic almost complex structure J

on RˆR3 that is adjusted to cylindrical ends such that the pair pF̃ , g, Jq is adjusted

to LΣ. Now we can apply Lemma 5.3.1 to the 2-copy LΣ Y LΣ1 .

Define a generalized disk to be a pair pu, γq consisting of a J-holomorphic disk

u with boundary on Σ as defined in Section 2.3 and a negative gradient flow line γ

of F̃ with one end on the boundary of u and one end at a critical point p of F̃ such

that the boundary of u intersect transversely with the negative gradient flow γ. The

point p is called a negative Morse puncture if the flow line γ flows toward p, and

is called a positive Morse puncture if γ flows away from p. The formal dimension

dimpu, γq is defined by

dimpu, γq “

#

dimM` 1` Indf ppq ´ 2, if p is a positive Morse puncture,

dimM` 1´ Indf ppq, if p is a negative Morse puncture.

(5.5)

The generalized disk pu, γq is called rigid if dimpu, γq “ 0. We have the following

result that is analogous to Lemma 5.3.1.

Theorem 5.3.3. Let Σ be an exact Lagrangian cobordism in
`

Rˆ R3, dpetαq
˘

from

Λ´ to Λ` and is cylindrical outside of r´N ` δ,N ´ δs ˆ R3. Let F : Σ Ñ Rą0 be a

positive Morse function. Push Σ off through F and get a new cobordism Σ1.

Denote F
ˇ

ˇ

tNuˆΛ`
by f` and F

ˇ

ˇ

t´NuˆΛ´
by f´. Define a new Morse function

F̃ : Σ Ñ R satisfying the following properties:

• The Morse function F̃ “ F on ΣX
`

r´N ` δ,N ´ δs ˆ R3
˘

.

• On ΣX
`

pN ´ δ,8qˆR3
˘

, all the critical points of F̃ lie in ΣX ptNu ˆR3q “

tNu ˆ Λ` and agree with the critical points of f`. Moreover, at each critical

point c, we have IndF̃ c “ Indf`c` 1;
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• On ΣX
`

p´8,´N`δqˆR3
˘

, all the critical points of F̃ lie in ΣXpt´NuˆR3q “

t´Nu ˆΛ´ and agree with the critical points of f´. Moreover, at each critical

point c, we have IndF̃ c “ Indf´c.

The Riemannian metric g and almost complex structure J are chosen as above.

Then we can describe the rigid holomorphic disks with boundary on Σ Y Σ1 that

have punctures on Reeb chords of Λ` Y Λ1` and Λ´ Y Λ1´ in terms of whether the

Reeb chords are Morse or non–Morse as defined in Section 3.2.

1. Rigid holomorphic disks with boundary on Σ Y Σ1 that have two punctures at

non–Morse mixed Reeb chords are in 1´ 1 correspondence with rigid holomor-

phic disks with boundary on Σ. See Figure 5.3 paq.

2. Rigid holomorphic disks with boundary on ΣYΣ1 that have exactly one puncture

at a Morse Reeb chord are in 1´ 1 correspondence with rigid generalized disks

pu, γq determined by pF̃ , g, Jq. See Figure 5.3 pbq.

3. Rigid holomorphic disks with boundary on ΣYΣ1 with two punctures at Morse

Reeb chords are in 1 ´ 1 correspondence with rigid negative gradient flows of

the Morse function F̃ from a critical point on Λ` to a critical point on Λ´.

Proof. According to Lemma 5.3.2, rigid holomorphic disks with boundary on ΣYΣ1

that have two punctures at mixed Reeb chords correspond to rigid holomorphic disks

with boundary on LΣ Y LΣ1 that have positive (resp. negative) boundary at mixed

Reeb chords lying in the slice s “ a` (resp. s “ a´). By Lemma 5.3.1, these disks

with boundary on LΣ Y LΣ1 are in 1–1 correspondence with holomorphic disks with

boundary on LΣ that have positive (resp. negative) boundary at the Reeb chords

lying in the slice s “ a` (resp. s “ a´) together with Morse flow lines of F̃ . If

it is a rigid Morse flow line of F̃ on LΣ, it flows from a critical point on Λ` to a
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Λ1`

Σ1

Λ1´

Σ

Λ`

Λ´

Σ

Λ`

Λ´

u

paq

Σ1

Λ1`

Λ1´

Σ

Λ`

Λ´

Σ

Λ`

Λ´

γ

u

pbq

Figure 5.3: Schematic picture of the correspondences in Theorem 5.3.3. The

arrows denote the orientation of holomorphic disks and the negative gradient flow
line.

critical point on Λ´. Pull it back to be a flow line Σ and get the correspondence

p3q. If it is a rigid holomorphic disk with boundary on LΣ that has positive (resp.

negative) boundary at the Reeb chords lying in the slice s “ a` (resp. s “ a´), by

[EHK16], it corresponds to a rigid holomorphic disk with boundary on Σ, which is

the respondence p1q. Otherwise, it it is a rigid generalized disk pu, γq determined by

pF̃ , g, Jq. From the construction of F̃ , one can note that all the critical points of F̃ on

ΣXptNuˆR3q are of index 1 or 2 while all the critical points of F̃ on ΣXpt´NuˆR3q

are of index 0 or 1. By the dimension formula (5.5), the generalized disk pu, γq is
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rigid if and only if u is a rigid holomorphic disk. Each rigid holomorphic disk u with

boundary on LΣ that has positive (resp. negative) boundary at the Reeb chords

lying in the slice s “ a` (resp. s “ a´) in turn corresponds to a rigid holomorphic

disk with boundary on Σ. Pulling γ back to Σ and get a rigid generalized disk on Σ

determined by pF̃ , g, Jq. Hence we get the correspondence p2q.

Recall that f1 is defined algebraically as follows. The exact Lagrangian cobordism

Σ from a Legendrian knot Λ´ to a Legendrian knot Λ` induces a DGA map φ

between the DGA’s with a single base point by counting rigid holomorphic disks

with boundary on Σ:

φ : pApΛ`q, Bq Ñ pApΛ´q, Bq,

as described in Section 2.3. This DGA map φ induces an A8 category map

f : Aug`pΛ´q Ñ Aug`pΛ`q

in the way described in Section 3.2. Restrict the category map on the level of

morphisms, we have

f1 : Hom`pε
1
´, ε

2
´q Ñ Hom`pε

1
`, ε

2
`q.

See calculation (3.3) for the explicit formula.

Theorem 5.3.4. With a choice of Morse function F : Σ Ñ R, we have d`´ “ f1.

Proof. We show d`´ “ f1 by checking their images on generators of Hom`pε
1
´, ε

2
´q.

Recall that Hom`pε
1
´, ε

2
´q are generated by the elements in Hom´pε

1
´, ε

2
´q that corre-

spond to non–Morse Reeb chords and the elements in T “ tx_´, y
_
´u that correspond

to Morse Reeb chords, respectively.

First consider the element b_ in Hom´pε
1
´, ε

2
´q. Notice that Morse Reeb chords

are much shorter than non–Morse Reeb chords. The energy restriction ensures

that d`´pb
_q does not include any element in T . Therefore d`´ sends b_ to a_ P
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Hom´pε
1
`, ε

2
`q by counting rigid holomorphic disks u P Mpa12; p11, b12,q22q with

boundary on Σ1 Y Σ2, where p11 and q22 are words of pure Reeb chords of Λ1
´ and

Λ2
´, respectively. According to the correspondence p1q in Theorem 5.3.3, these disks

correspond to rigid holomorphic disks u P Mpa; p, b,qq with boundary on Σ (as

shown in Figure 5.4), which are the disks counted in f1. Notice that both d`´ and f1

sends b_ to |Mpa; p, b,qq|ε1´ppqε
2
´pqqa

_, where |Mpa; p, b,qq| is the number of rigid

disks inM counted with sign. Hence the definition of d`´ matches the definition of

f1 on Hom´pε
1
´, ε

2
´q.

a12 a

p11 pb12 bq22 q

Σ1 Σ2 Σ

Figure 5.4: The disk on the left is counted in d`´ while the disk on the right is
counted in φ.

In order to simplify the map d`´, we can choose a Morse function F such that the

negative gradient flow of F flows from ˚` directly to ˚´ without going through any

critical points. We can further require that the negative gradient flow of F behave

the same in a collar neighborhood of the flow line from ˚` to ˚´ as shown in Figure

5.5. As x˘ and y˘ sit right besides ˚˘, the negative gradient flow lines of F̃ flow

from x` and y` directly to x´ and y´, respectively.

For the element c_ P T , the map d`´ counts the rigid holomorphic disks in Σ1YΣ2

that have a negative puncture at the Morse Reeb chord c. For the rigid disk that has

a positive puncture at a Morse Reeb chord as well, according to the correspondence

p3q in Theorem 5.3.3, it corresponds to a rigid Morse flow line of F̃ . The indices of
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Λ`

Λ´

Σ

˚` x` y`

˚´

α

x´ y´

Figure 5.5: An example of Morse flows of F .

F̃ on y´, x´, y` and x` are 0, 1, 1 and 2 respectively. Therefore d`´px
_
´q has x_` as

a term and d`´py
_
´q has y_` as a term. If the rigid disk that has a positive puncture

at a non–Morse mixed Reeb chord a12, we denote it by u P Mpa12; p11, c12,q22q.

By the correspondence p2q in Theorem 5.3.3, it corresponds to a rigid generalized

disk pu, γq, where u PMpa; p,qq is a holomorphic disk with boundary on Σ and γ

is a Morse flow of F̃ that flows towards c (see Figure 5.6). Due to the dimension

formula (5.5) of generalized disks, no rigid disk has a negative puncture at y´ since

IndF̃y´ “ 0 but dimM ě 0. Hence d`´py
_
´q “ y_`, which matches the definition of

f1 on y´k .

For the element x_´, we know that f1px
_
`q counts the element a_ if t shows up in

the image of the DGA map φpaq. In other words, there exists a rigid holomorphic disk

u PMpa; p,qq with boundary on Σ, where p and q are words of pure Reeb chords

of Λ´, such that u has a nontrivial intersection number with α, where α is the curve

from the base point ˚` to ˚´. Each rigid holomorphic disk u contributes to f1px
_
`q

a term of a_ with coefficient spu, αqε1´ppqε
2
´pqqa

_, where spu, αq is the intersection

number of the boundary of u and α. We can make the Morse function F satisfy the
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a12 a

p11 c12 q22 p c q

Σ1 Σ Σ

γ

Figure 5.6: The disk on the left is counted in d`´ while the disk on the right is
counted by φ.

property that the negative gradient flow line γ of F from x` to x´ is parallel to α

and of the same orientation. For each intersection point pi of the boundary of u and

γ, denote the part of γ from pi to c by γi. By the correspondence p3q in Theorem

5.3.3, the rigid generalized disk pu, γiq corresponds to a rigid holomorphic disk in

Mpa12; p11, c12,q22q with boundary on Σ1 Y Σ2, and hence contributes to d`´px
_
´q

with a term spu, γiqε
1
´pp

11qε2´pq
22qa_, where spu, γiq is the sign of the intersection.

Sum over all the intersections of the boundary of u and γ, the rigid holomorphic

disk u contributes spu, γqε1´ppqε
2
´pqqa

_ to d`´px
_
´q, where spu, γq is the intersection

number of the boundary of u and γ. Therefore, we have d`´ “ f1 on x_´.

5.4 Aside.

In this section, we describe the differential map of the Cthulhu chain complex in

terms of holomorphic disks with boundary on Σ and Morse flow lines. This allows

us to recover the long exact sequences in [CDRGG15]. The theorem in this section

is stated without rigorous proof. But it will not be used in the other part of the

dissertation.

In Section 5.3, we only need to describe the rigid disks with boundary on Σ1YΣ2

that have punctures at Reeb chords. Hence we only have correspondences for those
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types of disks. However, the method should work for all the rigid holomorphic disks

with boundary on Σ1YΣ2 including the disks counted by d`0 and d0´. We state the

following theorem without proof.

Theorem 5.4.1. Let Σ be an exact Lagrangian cobordism from Λ´ to Λ` and Σ1YΣ2

be a 2–copy of Σ as constructed in Section 5.1. For i “ 1, 2, assume εi´ is an

augmentation of ApΛ´q and εi` is the augmentation of ApΛ`q induced by Σ. For η

small enough, the Cthulhu chain complex can be decomposed into five parts:

CthkpΣ1,Σ2
q “ Homk´1

´ pε1`, ε
2
`q ‘C

k´1
Morsef` ‘C

k
MorseF ‘Hom

k
´pε

1
´, ε

2
´q ‘C

k
Morsef´.

Under this decomposition, the differential can be written as

d “

¨

˚

˚

˚

˚

˝

m1 d`f` d`F d`´ d`f´
0 df` df`F 0 df`f´
0 0 dF 0 dFf´
0 0 0 m1 d´f´
0 0 0 0 df´

˛

‹

‹

‹

‹

‚

Moreover,

1. The holomorphic disks counted by d`F and d`f´ are in 1 ´ 1 correspondence

with rigid generalized disks on Σ determined by pF̃ , g, Jq.

2. The holomorphic disks counted by d`´ are in 1 ´ 1 correspondence with rigid

holomorphic disks with boundary on Σ.

3. The holomorphic disks counted by df`F , df`f´ and dFf´ are in 1´1 correspon-

dence with rigid Morse flow lines of F̃ .

This theorem is similar to the conjectural analytic Lemma in [Ekh12, Lemma

4.11], which describes the correspondence in the case of exact Lagrangian fillings.

We next discuss how to recover the three long exact sequences in [CDRGG15]

from this chain complex.
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1. Decompose the Cthulhu chain complex as

Homk´1
´ pε1`, ε

2
`q ‘ pC

k´1
Morsef` ‘ C

k
MorseF q ‘Hom

k
`pε

1
´, ε

2
´q.

Notice that the chain complex

ˆ

Ck´1
Morsef` ‘ C

k
MorseF,

ˆ

df` df`F
0 dF

˙˙

can be identified with the Morse co-chain complex pCk
MorseF̄ , dF̄ q induced by a

Morse function F̄ , where F̄ agrees with F̃ near Λ` and agrees with F for the

rest part. Hence

H˚
pCk

MorseF̄ , dF̄ q “ Hk
pΣ,Λ` Y Λ´q.

Therefore, we have the following long exact sequence:

¨ ¨ ¨ // HkpΣ,Λ` Y Λ´q // HkHom´pε
1
`, ε

2
`q

// HkHom`pε
1
´, ε

2
´q

// Hk`1pΣ,Λ` Y Λ´q // ¨ ¨ ¨ ,

which is Theorem 1.5 of [CDRGG15].

2. View the Cthulhu chain complex as a direct sum of Homk´1
´ pε1`, ε

2
`q, C

k´1
Morsef`‘

Ck
MorseF ‘Hom

k
´pε

1
´, ε

2
´q and the Morse co–chain complex Ck

Morsef´. We have

the following long exact sequence:

¨ ¨ ¨ // Hk´1pΛ´q // HkpΣ,Λ` Y Λ´q ‘H
kHom´pε

1
´, ε

2
´q

// HkHom´pε
1
`, ε

2
`q

// HkpΛ´q // ¨ ¨ ¨ ,

which is Theorem 1.6 in [CDRGG15].

3. Rewrite the Cthulhu chain complex as

CthkpΣ1,Σ2q “ Homk´1
´ pε1`, ε

2
`q ‘Hom

k
´pε

1
´, ε

2
´q ‘ C

k´1
Morsef` ‘ C

k
MorseF ‘ C

k
Morsef´

“ Homk´1
´ pε1`, ε

2
`q ‘Hom

k
´pε

1
´, ε

2
´q ‘ C

k
MorseF̃

with the differential

d “

¨

˝

m1 ˚ ˚

0 m1 ˚

0 0 dF̃

˛

‚.
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We have the long exact sequence:

¨ ¨ ¨ // HkHom´pε
1
´, ε

2
´q

// HkHom´pε
1
`, ε

2
`q

// Hk`1pΣ,Λ`q // Hk`1Hom´pε
1
´, ε

2
´q

// ¨ ¨ ¨ ,

which is Theorem 1.4 in [CDRGG15].

One may get other long exact sequences from the Cthulhu chain complex above.

One example is :

¨ ¨ ¨ // HkHom´pε
1
´, ε

2
´q

// HkHom`pε
1
`, ε

2
`q

// HkpΣq // Hk`1Hom´pε
1
´, ε

2
´q

// ¨ ¨ ¨ ,

which is obtained by decomposing the Cthulhu chain complex as a direct sum of

Homk´1
` pε1`, ε

2
`q, Hom

k
´pε

1
´, ε

2
´q and Ck

MorseF ‘ C
k
Morsef´.

5.5 Injectivity

Theorem 5.3.4 implies that d`´ is a chain map and hence it gives the Cthulhu

chain complex a stronger algebraic structure. In this section, we use these algebraic

information to deduce that the augmentation category map induced by the exact

Lagrangian cobordism Σ is injective on the level of equivalence classes of objects.

And its induced map on the cohomology category H˚Aug` is faithful.

Notice that d`´ “ f1 implies that d`´ is a chain map and thus induces maps

dk`´ : HkHom`pε
1
´, ε

2
´q Ñ HkHom`pε

1
`, ε

2
`q for k P Z. Then we have the following

theorem deduced from the double cone structure of the Cthulhu chain complex. We

would like to thank the referee for pointing out this theorem.

Theorem 5.5.1. Let Σ be an exact Lagrangian cobordism from a Legendrian knot

Λ´ to a Legendrian knot Λ` with Maslov number 0. For i “ 1, 2, assume εi´ is an

augmentation of ApΛ´q and εi` is the augmentation of ApΛ`q induced by Σ. With the

same choice of Morse function as in Theorem 5.3.4, we have the following statement.

For fixed k P Z, the map

ik : HkHom`pε
1
`, ε

2
`q Ñ HkHom`pε

1
´, ε

2
´q
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in the long exact sequence (5.2) is injective (resp. surjective) if and only if the map

dk`´ : HkHom`pε
1
´, ε

2
´q Ñ HkHom`pε

1
`, ε

2
`q

is surjective (resp. injective).

Proof. We will first prove that ik is surjective if and only if dk`´ is injective for fixed

k.

Consider the Cthulhu chain complex as a mapping cone of Φ : Hom`pε
1
´, ε

2
´q Ñ

Conepd`0q, where Φ “ d`´ ` d0´. The trivial cohomology of the Cthulhu chain

complex implies that Φ induces isomorphisms

Φk : HkHom`pε
1
´, ε

2
´q Ñ HkConepd`0q for k P Z.

We have the following diagram commutes.

¨ ¨ ¨ // HkHom`pε
1
`, ε

2
`q

ik // HkConepd`0q
jk // Hk`1pCMorseF q // ¨ ¨ ¨

HkHom`pε
1
´, ε

2
´q

Φk –

OO

dk0´

55

Comparing to the long exact sequence (5.2), we know that ik “ pΦkq´1 ˝ ik.

Notice that d`´ is a chain map and thus d`0 ˝ d0´ “ 0. It is not hard to show that

Φk “ dk`´ ` d
k
0´. Thus

HkConepd`0q – dk`´
`

HkHom`pε
1
´, ε

2
´q
˘

‘ dk0´
`

HkHom`pε
1
´, ε

2
´q
˘

.

Since we are working over the field F, we have the following relation on dimensions:

dim
`

HkHom`pε
1
´, ε

2
´q
˘

“ dim
`

HkConepd`0q
˘

“ dim
`

dk`´
`

HkHom`pε
1
´, ε

2
´q
˘˘

` dim
`

dk0´
`

HkHom`pε
1
´, ε

2
´q
˘˘

.

Thus dim
`

dk`´
`

HkHom`pε
1
´, ε

2
´q
˘˘

ď dim
`

HkHom`pε
1
´, ε

2
´q
˘

and the equality holds

if and only if dk0´ “ 0, which is equivalent to the condition that ik is surjective. Hence

dk`´ is injective if and only if ik is surjective.
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The proof of the statement that ik is injective if and only if dk`´ is surjective is

basically the same if we consider the Cthulhu chain complex as a mapping cone of

Ψ : Conepd0´q Ñ Hom`pε
1
`, ε

2
`q, where Ψ “ d`0 ` d`´.

Thanks to Theorem 5.3.4, we know that d`´ agrees with f1. Theorem 5.2.5 shows

that i0 is both injective and surjective. Therefore we have the following corollary.

Corollary 5.5.2. Let f˚ denote the induced map of f1 on cohomology. Then f˚

restricted on 0 degree cohomology

f˚ : H0Hom`pε
1
´, ε

2
´q Ñ H0Hom`pε

1
`, ε

2
`q

is an isomorphism.

Theorem 5.5.3. Let Σ be an exact Lagrangian cobordism from a Legendrian knot

Λ´ to a Legendrian knot Λ` with Maslov number 0. The A8 category map f :

Aug`pΛ´q Ñ Aug`pΛ`q induced by the exact Lagrangian cobordism Σ is injective

on the level of equivalence classes of objects.

In other words, for i “ 1, 2, assume εi´ is an augmentation of ApΛ´q with a single

base point and εi` is the augmentation of ApΛ`q with a single base point induced by Σ.

If ε1` and ε2` are equivalent in Aug`pΛ`q, then ε1´ and ε2´ are equivalent in Aug`pΛ´q.

Proof. Since ε1` and ε2` are equivalent inAug`pΛ`q, there exist rα`s P H
0Hom`pε

1
`, ε

2
`q

and rβ`s P H
0Hom`pε

2
`, ε

1
`q such that

rm2pα`, β`qs “ reε2`s P H
0Hom`pε

2
`, ε

2
`q

and

rm2pβ`, α`qs “ reε1`s P H
0Hom`pε

1
`, ε

1
`q.

Corollary 5.5.2 shows that f˚ : H0Hom`pε
1
´, ε

2
´q Ñ H0Hom`pε

1
`, ε

2
`q is an iso-

morphism. Hence there exists rα´s P H
0Hom`pε

1
´, ε

2
´q such that

f˚prα´sq “ rα`s P H
0Hom`pε

1
`, ε

2
`q.
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Similarly, there exists rβ´s P H
0Hom`pε

2
´, ε

1
´q such that

f˚prβ´sq “ rβ`s P H
0Hom`pε

2
`, ε

1
`q.

Moreover, we have

f˚rm2pα´, β´qs “ m2pf
˚
prα´sq, f

˚
prβ´sqq “ m2prα`s, rβ`sq “ reε2`s P H

0Hom`pε
2
`, ε

2
`q.

Notice that f sends y_´ P Hom
0
`pε

2
´, ε

2
´q to y_` P Hom

0
`pε

2
`, ε

2
`q and hence f˚reε2´s “

reε2`s. By Corollart 5.5.2, the map f˚ : H0Hom`pε
2
´, ε

2
´q Ñ H0Hom`pε

2
`, ε

2
`q is an

isomorphism. Hence rm2pα´, β´qs “ reε2´s P H
0Hom`pε

2
´, ε

2
´q. Similarly, we have

rm2pβ´, α´qs “ reε1´s P H0Hom`pε
1
´, ε

1
´q. Therefore ε1´ and ε2´ are equivalent in

Aug`pΛ´q.

In addition, the exact Lagrangian cobordism Σ described above also induces a

category functor on the cohomology category as described in Section 3.1

f̃ : H˚Aug`pΛ´q Ñ H˚Aug`pΛ`q.

We have the following statement.

Theorem 5.5.4. Let Σ be an exact Lagrangian cobordism from a Legendrian knot

Λ´ to a Legendrian knot Λ` with Maslov number 0. The corresponding cohomology

category map f̃ : H˚Aug`pΛ´q Ñ H˚Aug`pΛ`q induced by Σ is faithful. Moreover,

if χpΣq “ 0, this functor is fully faithful.

Proof. Notice that the category map f̃ restricted on the level of morphisms is

f˚ : H˚Hom`pε
1
´, ε

2
´q Ñ H˚Hom`pε

1
`, ε

2
`q.

The long exact sequence (5.2) tells us that ik are surjective for all the k P Z. By

Theorem 5.5.1, we know that f˚ is injective. Therefore f̃ is faithful.
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In particular, if χpΣq “ 0, Theorem 5.2.5 implies that ik are isomorphisms for

all the k P Z. Therefore, by Theorem 5.5.1, the map f˚ is an isomorphism, which

implies that f̃ is fully faithful.

As a result of Theorem 5.5.3, there is an induced map from the equivalence classes

of augmentations of Λ´ to the equivalence classes of augmentations of Aug`pΛ`q.

Thus the number of equivalence classes of augmentations of ApΛ´q is less than or

equal to the number of equivalence classes of augmentations of ApΛ`q. However, the

equivalence classes of augmentations is difficult to count in general. Ng, Rutherford,

Shende and Sivek [NRSS] introduced another way to count objects: the homotopy

cardinality of πě0Aug`pΛ;Fqq˚, where Fq is a finite field. This can be computed

using ruling polynomials.

The homotopy cardinality is defined by

πě0Aug`pΛ;Fqq˚ “
ÿ

rεsPAug`pΛ;Fqq{„

1

|Autpεq|
¨
|H´1Hom`pε, εq| ¨ |H

´3Hom`pε, εq| ¨ ¨ ¨

|H´2Hom`pε, εq| ¨ |H´4Hom`pε, εq| ¨ ¨ ¨
,

where rεs is the equivalence class of ε in the augmentation category Aug`pΛq and

|Autpεq| is the number of invertible elements in H0Hom`pε, εq.

Corollary 5.5.5. Let Σ be a spin exact Lagrangian cobordism from a Legendrian

knot Λ´ to a Legendrian knot Λ` with Maslov number 0. Then for any finite field

Fq, we have

πě0Aug`pΛ´;Fqq˚ ď πě0Aug`pΛ`;Fqq˚.

Proof. Assume rε´s is an equivalence class in Aug`pΛ´;Fqq and rε`s is the induced

equivalence class in Aug`pΛ`;Fqq. Theorem 5.2.5 implies

HkHom`pε´, ε´q – HkHom`pε`, ε`q for k ă 1.

In particular, we haveH0Hom`pε´, ε´q – H0Hom`pε`, ε`q, which implies |Autpε´q| “

|Autpε`q|. Notice thatAug`pΛ`;Fqqmay have more equivalence classes thanAug`pΛ´;Fqq.
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Therefore, we have

πě0Aug`pΛ´;Fqq˚ ď πě0Aug`pΛ`;Fqq˚.

From [NRSS, Corollary 2], this cardinality can be related to the ruling polynomial

in the following way:

πě0Aug`pΛ;Fqq˚ “ qtbpΛq{2RΛpq
1{2
´ q´1{2

q.

Recall that a normal ruling R is a decomposition of the front projection of

Λ into embedded disks connected by switches that satisfy some requirements (see

details in [Che02a]). The ruling polynomial is defined by

RΛpzq “
ÿ

R

z#pswitchesq´#pdiskesq.

Corollary 5.5.6. Suppose there is a spin exact Lagrangian cobordism from a Leg-

endrian knot Λ´ to a Legendrian knot Λ` with Maslov number 0. Then the ruling

polynomials satisfy:

RΛ´pq
1{2
´ q´1{2

q ď q´χpΣq{2RΛ`pq
1{2
´ q´1{2

q,

for any q that is a power of a prime number.

When Σ is decomposable, i.e. consists of pinch moves and minimum cobordisms

[EHK16], there is a map from the rulings of Λ´ to rulings of Λ`. For each pinch

move or minimal cobordism, any normal ruling of the bottom knot gives a normal

ruling of the top knot, as shown in Figure 5.7. Moreover, different rulings of the

bottom knot give different rulings of the top knot. Therefore the ruling polynomials

of Λ` and Λ´ satisfy the relation in Corollary 5.5.6. This corollary shows that the

result is true even if the cobordism is not decomposable.
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Ò

the pinch move the minimum cobordism

Figure 5.7: The relation between rulings of Legendrian submanifolds that are
related by a pinch move or a minimum cobordism.

One can check the atlas in [CN13] for the ruling polynomials of small crossing

Legendrian knots. This corollary gives a new and easily computable obstruction to

the existence of exact Lagrangian cobordisms. We can use Corollary 5.5.6 to give a

new proof of the follow theorem which is a result in [Cha15] and was reproved by

[CNS16].

Theorem 5.5.7 ([Cha15]). Lagrangian concordance is not a symmetric relation.

Proof. Consider the Legendrian knot Λ of smooth knot type mp946q with maximum

Thurston–Bennequin number and the Legendrian unknot Λ0 as shown in Figure 5.8.

There is an exact Lagrangian concordance from the Λ0 to Λ by doing a pinch move

at the red line in Figure 5.8 and Legendrian isotopy. However, there does not exist

an exact Lagrangian concordance from Λ to Λ0 since the ruling polynomial of Λ is 2

while the ruling polynomial of Λ0 is 1.
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Λ Λ0

Figure 5.8: Front projections of Legendrian knot Λ of knot type mp946q and the

Legendrian unknot Λ0.
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6

Exact Lagrangian fillings of Legendrian 2, n torus
links

6.1 Introduction and results

In this section, we move to the second project, which studies oriented exact La-

grangian fillings of the Legendrian p2, nq torus links Λ with maximal Thurston–

Bennequin number (n ą 0) (see Figure 6.1). When n is even, we also require the link

to have the right Maslov potential such that Reeb chords b1, . . . , bn in Figure 6.1 are

in degree 0 (see Section 2.2.1 for detailed definitions).

b1 b2 bn

a1

a2

Figure 6.1: The Lagrangian projection of the Legendrian p2, nq torus knot.

Ekholm, Honda, and Kálmán [EHK16] gave an algorithm to construct exact

Lagrangian fillings of the Legendrian p2, nq torus link Λ as follows. Starting with
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a Lagrangian projection of Λ as shown in Figure 6.1, we can successively resolve

crossings bi in any order through pinch moves (see Figure 6.2), which correspond

to saddle cobordisms. As a result, we get two Legendrian unknots, which admit

minimum cobordisms as shown in Figure 6.2. Concatenating the n saddle cobordisms

with these two minimum cobordisms, we get an exact Lagrangian filling of Λ.

The pinch move The minimum cobordism

H

Figure 6.2: The pinch move and the minimum cobordism between Lagrangian
projections of links.

Different orders of resolving crossings b1, . . . , bn may give different exact La-

grangian fillings of Λ up to exact Lagrangian isotopy. Given a permutation σ “
`

σp1q, σp2q, . . . , σpnq
˘

of t1, . . . , nu, write Lσ for the exact Lagrangian filling achieved

by doing n successive pinch moves at bσp1q, bσp2q, . . . , bσpnq, respectively, and then

concatenating with the two minimum cobordisms. Observe that two permutations

may give isotopic exact Lagrangian fillings. For instance, let Λ be the Legendrian

p2, 3q torus knot and consider the exact Lagrangian fillings of Λ that correspond to

permutations p1, 3, 2q and p3, 1, 2q, respectively. Since the saddles corresponding to

the pinch moves at b1 and b3 are disjoint when projected to R3, one can use a Hamil-

tonian vector field in the t direction to exchange the heights of these two saddles.

Therefore, the two fillings Lp1,3,2q and Lp3,1,2q are Hamiltonian isotopic and thus are

exact Lagrangian isotopic. In general, for the Legendrian p2, nq torus link Λ, given

any numbers i, j, k such that i ă k ă j, two permutations p. . . , i, j, . . . , k, . . . q and
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p. . . , j, i, . . . , k, . . . q, where only i and j are interchanged, give the same exact La-

grangian fillings of Λ up to exact Lagrangian isotopy. Taking all the permutations

of t1, . . . , nu modded out by this relation, we obtain Cn exact Lagrangian fillings of

Λ, where

Cn “
1

n` 1

ˆ

2n

n

˙

is the n–th Catalan number. In this section, we prove the following theorem.

Theorem 6.1.1 (see Theorem 6.3.7 and Corollary 6.3.8). The Cn exact Lagrangian

fillings that come from the algorithm in [EHK16] are all of different exact Lagrangian

isotopy classes. In other words, the Legendrian p2, nq torus link has at least Cn exact

Lagrangian fillings up to exact Lagrangian isotopy.

Shende, Treumann, Williams and Zaslow [STWZ15] have also constructed Cn

exact Lagrangian fillings of the Legendrian p2, nq torus knot using cluster varieties

and shown that they are distinct up to Hamiltonian isotopy. They remarked that

these are presumably the same as fillings obtained by [EHK16]. But we do not resolve

this issue here.

Remark 6.1.2. We will see from Corollary 6.3.8 that the conclusion of Theorem 6.1.1

for the case n even can be derived from the result for the case when n is odd.

Therefore, for most of the dissertation, we focus on the case when n is odd, which

means Λ is a knot.

Inspired by [EHK16], we use augmentations to distinguish the Cn exact La-

grangian fillings of the Legendrian p2, nq torus knot Λ. As we mentioned in Section

2.3, exact Lagrangian isotopic fillings give homotopic augmentations. Therefore, in

order to distinguish two fillings, we only need to show their induced augmentations

are not chain homotopic.
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In [EHK16], the authors distinguished all the exact Lagrangian fillings from the

algorithm when n “ 3 by computing all the augmentations of the Legendrian p2, 3q

torus knot to Z2 and finding that they are pairwise non–chain homotopic. However,

when n ě 5, a computation shows that the number of augmentations of the DGA to

Z2 is much less than the Catalan number Cn.

In this section, for an exact Lagrangian filling L of the Legendrian p2, nq torus

knot Λ, we consider its induced augmentation of ApΛq to Z2rH1pLqs, where H1pLq

is the singular homology of L. Note that H1pLq – H2pR ˆ R3, Lq and thus it is

natural to count the rigid holomorphic disks in R ˆ R3 with boundary on L with

Z2rH1pLqs coefficients. However, the computation of augmentations is not as easy as

the case with Z2 coefficients. For each exact Lagrangian filling L from the [EHK16]

algorithm, we give a combinatorial formula of the induced augmentation of ApΛq

to Z2rH1pLqs. Observing from the formula, we find a combinatorial invariant to

show that the augmentations are pairwise non–chain homotopic. In this way, we

distinguish all the Cn exact Lagrangian fillings of the Legendrian p2, nq torus knot Λ

up to exact Lagrangian isotopy.

6.2 Computation of augmentations

In this section, we combine results in [EHK16] and Proposition 2.3.3 to write down

combinatorial formulas for the DGA maps induced by a pinch move and a minimum

cobordism. Composing all the DGA maps induced by n ordered pinch moves and

the two minimum cobordisms, we obtain a combinatorial formula for augmentations

of ApΛq to Z2rH1pLqs induced by exact Lagrangian fillings L.

First, we describe the EHK construction of exact Lagrangian fillings with more

details. Consider the Lagrangian projection of the Legendrian p2, nq torus knot Λ

with a base point s̃0 and label the n crossings in degree 0 from left to right by

b1, . . . , bn as shown in Figure 6.3.
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b1 b2 bn

a1

a2

s̃0

Figure 6.3: The Lagrangian projection of the Legendrian p2, nq torus knot with a
single base point.

For each permutation σ of t1, . . . , nu, the corresponding exact Lagrangian filling

Lσ of the Legendrian p2, nq torus knot Λ is achieved in the following way:

• Start with an exact Lagrangian cylinder over Λ, denoted by Σ0. Label Λ as Λ0.

• For i “ 1, . . . , n, concatenate Σi´1 from the bottom with a saddle cobordism

Σi corresponding to the pinch move at crossing bσpiq and get a new exact La-

grangian cobordism Σi. Label the new Legendrian submanifold after pinch

move as Λi.

• Finally, use two minimal cobordisms, denoted by Σn`1, to close up Σn from

the bottom and get the exact Lagrangian filling Lσ. To be consistent, let Λn`1

be the empty set.

Remark 6.2.1. For the purpose of computing augmentations, we slightly change the

definition of DGA in Section 2.2, where the underlying algebra is completely non–

commutative. In our definition, we allow elements in the coefficient ring to commute

with the elements corresponding to Reeb chords. This is a generalization of the

definition of Chekanov–Eliashberg DGA from [ENS02]. See [EENS13, Section 2.3.2]

for further discussions.

By Proposition 2.3.3, for i “ 1, . . . , n ` 1, each exact Lagrangian cobordism Σi
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induces a DGA map:

Φi :
`

ApΛi´1;Z2rH1pΣi´1qsq, Bi´1

˘

Ñ
`

ApΛi;Z2rH1pΣiqsq, Bi
˘

.

Under the revision made in Remark 6.2.1, this map can be easily described by

Φipaq “
ÿ

dimMpa;b1,...,bmq“0

ÿ

uPMpa;b1,...,bmq

wpũqb1 ¨ ¨ ¨ bm,

where ũ “ β1 Y ¨ ¨ ¨ Y βm by the notations in Section 2.3.1.

The map Φn`1 that is induced by minimum cobordisms is well understood while

the maps Φi for i “ 1, . . . , n that correspond to pinch moves are not. We will first

study H1pΣnq and give a geometric description of the DGA map that corresponds to a

pinch move. Combining with [EHK16], we will write down an explicit combinatorial

formula for each Φi, for i “ 1, . . . , n` 1.

Similar as in Section 2.3.2, to describe H1pΣnq easily, we chop off the cylindrical

ends of Σn and view it as a surface with boundary Λ Y Λn, denoted by Σn as well.

By Poincaré duality, we have H1pΣnq – H1pΣn,ΛYΛnq. Thus, in order to know the

homology class of a loop β in H1pΣnq, we only need to count the intersection number

of each generator curve of H1pΣn,ΛY Λnq with β.

We choose the set of generator curves of H1pΣn,Λ Y Λnq as follows. Use t coor-

dinate to slice Σn into a movie of diagrams (some of them may not be Legendrian

diagrams). We study the trace of points on the diagram when t is decreasing. For

i “ 1, . . . , n, the saddle cobordism Σi flows all the points directly downward except

ends of the Reeb chord bσpiq. According to [Lin16], the ends of the Reeb chord bσpiq

merge to a point rσpiq, and then split into two points, labeled as s̃σpiq and s̃´1
σpiq re-

spectively. Now for i “ 1, . . . , n, consider the trace of s̃ in Σn, which is a flow line

from ri to the bottom of Σn. Concatenating it with the inverse trace of s̃´1
i in Σn,

we get a curve αi in Σn as shown in Figure 6.4. In addition, denote the trace of the
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r2

α2

α0

s̃0

s̃0

s̃´1
2

s̃2

b2

Σ1

Figure 6.4: As an example, assume Λ is the Legendrian p2, 3q torus knot and the

first pinch move is taken at b2. The blue curve and the red curve are α2 and α0

restricted on Σ1, respectively.

base point s̃0 in Σn by α0. In this way, we have that α “ tα0, α1, . . . , αnu is a set of

generator curves of H1pΣn,ΛY Λnq – Zn`1.

For each curve αi, where i “ 0, . . . , n, the Poincaré duality gives an element

θαi P H
1pΣnq. Denote its dual in H1pΣnq by s̃i. Therefore, for any union of paths β

in Σn, the monomial wpβq associated to β in Z2rH1pΣnqs is

wpβq “
n
ź

i“0

s̃
nipβq
i ,

where nipβq is intersection number of αi and β counted with signs.

For i ă n, the map H1pΣiq Ñ H1pΣnq induced by the inclusion map is injective.

A similar argument shows that for a closed curve β in Σi, the monomial associated

to β in Z2rH1pΣiqs counts intersections of α0, ασp1q, . . . , ασpiq with β. Notice that

the curves ασpi`1q, . . . , ασpnq do not intersect Σi. Hence the monomial in Z2rH1pΣiqs

agrees with wpβq in Z2rH1pΣnqs.

Choose a family of capping paths for Λi on Σi for i “ 0, . . . , n. By Proposition
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2.3.3, for i “ 1, . . . , n`1, each exact Lagrangian cobordism Σi gives a DGA map Φi:

Φi :
`

ApΛi´1;Z2rH1pΣi´1qsq, Bi´1

˘

Ñ
`

ApΛi;Z2rH1pΣiqsq, Bi
˘

,

which maps any Reeb chord a of Λi´1 to

ÿ

dimMΣi pa;b1,...,bmq“0

ÿ

uPMΣi pa;b1,...,bmq

wpũq b1 ¨ ¨ ¨ bm

“
ÿ

dimMΣi pa;b1,...,bmq“0

ÿ

uPMΣi pa;b1,...,bmq

wpβ1q ¨ ¨ ¨wpβmq b1 ¨ ¨ ¨ bm.

Note that the spuq is omitted in the formula because we are working on Z2.

Similar to Proposition 2.2.1, we have that the DGA map induced by an exact

Lagrangian cobordisms is independent of the choice of capping paths.

Theorem 6.2.2. Let γ and γ1 be two families of capping paths of Λi on Σi for

i “ 0, . . . , n. Denote the corresponding DGAs by
`

AγpΛi; Z2rH1pΣiqsq, B
γ
i

˘

and

`

Aγ1pΛi; Z2rH1pΣiqsq, B
γ1

i

˘

. Assume Φγ
i and Φγ1

i are the corresponding the DGA maps

induced by Σi. Then the maps

fi :
`

AγpΛi;Z2rH1pΣiqsq, B
γ
i

˘

Ñ
`

Aγ1pΛi;Z2rH1pΣiqsq, B
γ1

i

˘

c ÞÑ wpγ`c Y´γ
1
c
`
qwpγ1c

´
Y´γ´c q c

are DGA isomorphisms for i “ 0, . . . , n. Moreover, the following diagram commutes:

`

AγpΛi´1;Z2rH1pΣi´1qsq, B
γ
i´1

˘ fi´1 //

Φγi
��

`

Aγ1pΛi´1;Z2rH1pΣi´1qsq, B
γ1

i´1

˘

Φγ
1

i��
`

AγpΛi;Z2rH1pΣiqsq, B
γ
i

˘ fi //
`

Aγ1pΛi;Z2rH1pΣiqsq, B
γ1

i

˘

.

Observe that, if we cut Σi along the curves α0, ασp1q, . . . , ασpiq, the resulting surface

is connected. Therefore, we can choose a family γ of capping paths for Λi on Σi such
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that none of them intersect the curves α0, ασp1q, . . . , ασpiq. Choose families of capping

paths for Λ0, . . . ,Λn in a similar way. As a result, for any rigid holomorphic disk u

used in differentials of DGAs and DGA maps, we only need to count the intersections

of curves in α with the disk boundary.

With this choice of capping paths, we can write down the DGA
`

ApΛi;Z2rH1pΣiqsq, Bi
˘

combinatorially, for i “ 1, . . . , n. There are 2i ` 1 points on Λi given by the in-

tersection of α0 and Λi, labeled by s̃0, along with the two intersections of ασpjq

and Λi, labeled by s̃σpjq (positive intersection) and s̃1σpjq (negative intersection),

for j “ 1, . . . , i. One then takes the DGA of Λi with these 2i ` 1 base points,

which has coefficients Z2rs̃
˘1
0 , s̃˘1

σp1q, s̃
1˘1
σp1q, . . . , s̃

˘1
σpiq, s̃

1˘1
σpiqs, and quotients by the rela-

tions s̃1σpjq “ s̃´1
σpjq for j “ 1, . . . , i, to get the DGA

`

ApΛi;Z2rH1pΣiqsq, Bi
˘

, which a

DGA is over Z2rs̃
˘1
0 , s̃˘1

σp1q, . . . , s̃
˘1
σpiqs and ts̃0, s̃σp1q, . . . , s̃σpiqu is a basis of H1pΣiq that

correspond to the curves α0, ασp1q, . . . , ασpiq.

Now we are ready to describe the DGA map Φi induced by the exact Lagrangian

cobordism Σi, for i “ 1, . . . , n, which corresponds to a pinch move at crossing bσpiq.

Combining [EHK16, Section 6.5] with Proposition 2.3.3, we find that the DGA map

Φi :
`

ApΛi´1;Z2rH1pΣi´1qsq, Bi´1

˘

Ñ
`

ApΛi;Z2rH1pΣiqsq, Bi
˘

maps the Reeb chord bσpiq to s̃σpiq and any other Reeb chord c to

c`
ÿ

dimMpc,bσpiq;c1,...,cmq“1

ÿ

uPMpc,bσpiq;c1,...,cmq

wpũqs̃´1
σpiq c1 ¨ ¨ ¨ cm,

where Mpc, bσpiq; c1, . . . , cmq is the moduli space of holomorphic disks in R2
xy with

boundary on ΠxypΛi´1q that covers a positive quadrant around c and bσpiq and a

negative quadrant around c1, . . . , cm. Please see [EHK16, Section 6.5] for a detailed

definition.

Here we are going to talk about why do the formulas make sense. The pinch

move at bσpiq pinches the Reeb chord bσpiq down, which gives a holomorphic disk (as
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γ

bσpiq

s̃σpiq

Figure 6.5: In a cobordism that corresponding to a pinch move, the purple disk
represents a holomorphic disk with a positive puncture at bσpiq.

shown in Figure 6.5) with a positive puncture at bσpiq and intersect s̃σpiq exactly once.

For a holomorphic disk u PMpc, bσpiq; c1, . . . , cmq, one can close the puncture of u at

bσpiq using the disk in Figure 6.5, which gives a holomorphic disk that contributes to

Φipcq. Note that the boundary of this disk consists of the boundary of u and γ´1.

Thus the homology class of the boundary is wpũqs̃´1
σpiq, which matches the formula

above.

In our case, in order to describe Φi combinatorially, we introduce two notations

first.

Definition 6.2.3. Let σ be a permutation of t1, . . . , nu. For i P t1, . . . , nu, we define

T iσ :“ tj P t1, . . . , nu | σ´1pjq ą σ´1piq and if i ă k ă j or j ă k ă i,
then σ´1pkq ă σ´1piqu,

Siσ :“ tj P t1, . . . , nu | i P T jσu

“ tj P t1, . . . , nu | σ´1pjq ă σ´1piq and if i ă k ă j or j ă k ă i,
then σ´1pkq ă σ´1pjqu.

Here T iσ captures all the Reeb chords bj with the property that, before doing a

pinch move at bi, one can find a holomorphic disk with exactly two positive punctures
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at bi and bj. In other words, it gathers all the Reeb chords on which the DGA map

induced by the pinch move at bi acts non–trivially. The other set Siσ, on the other

hand, detects all the Reeb chords bj where a pinch move at bj gives a DGA map that

act non–trivially on bi.

If j P T
σpiq
σ (an example is shown in Figure 6.6), the map Φi sends bj to

Φipbjq “ bj ` s̃
´1
σpiq

ź

jăkăσpiq or
σpiqăkăj

s̃´2
k .

For a1, a2 and the rest of bj’s, the map Φi is identity.

bj bσpiqs̃´1
k

s̃k
` `

Figure 6.6: A part of the Lagrangian projection of Λi´1.

Composing all the maps Φi for i “ 1, . . . , n together, we get a DGA map

Φn :
`

ApΛ;Z2rH1pΛqsq, B
˘

Ñ
`

ApΛn;Z2rH1pΣnqsq, Bn
˘

.

that is identity on the Reeb chords a1, a2. For i “ 1, . . . , n, in order to know Φnpbiq,

we consider pinch moves at bj such that j P Siσ together with the pinch move at

bi. These pinch moves correspond to all the DGA maps that contribute to Φn.

Composing all these maps together, we have that

Φnpbiq “ Φ1 ˝ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˝ Φσ´1piqpbiq “ s̃i `
ÿ

jPSiσ

˜

s̃´1
j

ź

jăkăi or
iăkăj

s̃´2
k

¸

.

Now we describe the last DGA map

Φn`1 :
`

ApΛn;Z2rH1pΣnqsq, Bn
˘

Ñ
`

Z2rH1pLσqs, 0
˘

.
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As shown in Figure 6.7, the underlying algebra of Λn is generated by a1 and a2 and

the differential is given by

Bnpa1q “ s̃1s̃2 ¨ ¨ ¨ s̃n ` s̃
´1
0 ,

Bnpa2q “ s̃ns̃n´1 ¨ ¨ ¨ s̃1 ` 1.

s̃1

s̃´1
1

s̃2

s̃´1
2

s̃3

s̃´1
3

s̃n

s̃´1
n

s̃0a1

a2

Figure 6.7: The Lagrangian projection of Λn.

Consider the map ψ : H1pΣnq Ñ H1pLσq induced by the inclusion map Σn ãÑ Lσ.

Since the DGA map

Φn`1 :
`

ApΛn;Z2rH1pΣnqsq, Bn
˘

Ñ
`

Z2rH1pLσqs, 0
˘

satisfies that Φn`1˝Bn “ 0˝Φn`1 “ 0, we have ψps̃0q “ 1 and ψps̃1qψps̃2q ¨ ¨ ¨ψps̃nq “ 1.

Given that the map ψ is surjective, we assume a basis of H1pLσq is ts1, . . . , sn´1u,

where si “ s̃i, for i “ 1, . . . , n´ 1. The DGA map Φn`1 is given by

a1 ÞÑ 0,

a2 ÞÑ 0,

s̃0 ÞÑ 1,

s̃i ÞÑ si, i “ 1, . . . , n´ 1,

s̃n ÞÑ ps1s2 ¨ ¨ ¨ sn´1q
´1.

Composing Φn`1 with Φn, we get the augmentation εσ induced by Lσ as follows.
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Theorem 6.2.4. Given a permutation σ of t1, . . . , nu, let Lσ be the exact Lagrangian

filling of the Legendrian p2, nq torus knot Λ constructed from the [EHK16] algorithm.

If we write

Z2rH1pΛqs “ Z2rs̃0, s̃
´1
0 s,

Z2rH1pLσqs “ Z2rs
˘1
1 , . . . , s˘1

n´1s,

and set sn “ ps1s2 ¨ ¨ ¨ sn´1q
´1, then the augmentation

εσ : ApΛ;Z2rH1pΛqsq Ñ Z2rH1pLσqs

induced by Lσ is given by

εσpajq “ 0, j “ 1, 2;

εσpbiq “ si `
ÿ

jPSiσ

˜

s´1
j

ź

jăkăi or
iăkăj

s´2
k

¸

, i “ 1, . . . , n;

εσps̃0q “ 1.

Example 6.2.5. As an example, we compute the augmentation εp2,3,1q of the Leg-

endrian p2, 3q torus knot induced by the exact Lagrangian filling Lp2,3,1q.

Similarly, one can compute the augmentation for each permutation of t1, 2, 3u

and get the following result.

ε εpb1q εpb2q εpb3q

εp1,2,3q s1 s2 ` s
´1
1 s´1

1 s´1
2 ` s´1

2

εp1,3,2q “ εp3,1,2q s1 s2 ` s
´1
1 ` s1s2 s´1

1 s´1
2

εp2,1,3q s1 ` s
´1
2 s2 s´1

1 s´1
2 ` s´1

2 ` s´1
1 s´2

2

εp2,3,1q s1 ` s
´1
2 ` s1s

´1
2 s2 s´1

1 s´1
2 ` s´1

2

εp3,2,1q s1 ` s
´1
2 s2 ` s1s2 s´1

1 s´1
2
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b1

b1

b1

b2 b3

b3

a1

a2

a1

a2

a1

a2

s̃2

s̃´1
2

s̃2

s̃´1
2

s̃2

s̃´1
2

s̃3

s̃´1
3

s̃1

s̃´1
1

s̃3

s̃´1
3 a1

a2

s̃0

s̃0

s̃0

s̃0

b1 b2 b3

b1 ` s̃
´1
2 s̃2 b3 ` s̃

´1
2

b1 ` s̃
´1
2 ` s̃´2

2 s̃´1
3 s̃2 s̃3 ` s̃

´1
2

s̃1 ` s̃
´1
2 ` s̃´2

2 s̃´1
3 s̃2 s̃3 ` s̃

´1
2

s1 ` s
´1
2 ` s1s

´1
2

s2 s´1
1 s´1

2 ` s´1
2

Φ1

Φ2

Φ3

Φ4

Ó Ó Ó

Ó Ó Ó

Ó Ó Ó

Ó Ó Ó

Figure 6.8: A computation of the augmentation induced by an exact Lagrangian

filling of the Legendrian p2, 3q torus knot.We keep track of the image of b1, b2, b3

underthe composition of Φ1,Φ2,Φ3 and Φ4. The last line is the image of b1, b2, b3

under the augmentation εp2,3,1q.

6.3 Proof of the main theorem

In this section, we use Theorem 6.2.4 to find an combinatorial invariant of aug-

mentations induced from the exact Lagrangian fillings obtained from the [EHK16]

algorithm. As a result, we distinguish all the augmentations in Theorem 6.2.4 and

thus prove Theorem 6.1.1.

Lemma 6.3.1. Let L1 and L2 be two exact Lagrangian fillings of the Legendrian

p2, nq torus knot Λ constructed from the [EHK16] algorithm. If L1 and L2 are exact

Lagrangian isotopic, then there exists an invertible map g : H1pL1q Ñ H1pL2q such
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that the following diagram commutes:

pApΛq, Bq Id //

εL1

��

pApΛq, Bq
εL2

��
Z2rH1pL1qs g

// Z2rH1pL2qs,

(6.1)

where εL1 and εL2 are augmentations induced by L1 and L2 respectively.

Proof. The isotopy between L1 and L2 induces an invertible map g : H1pL1q Ñ

H1pL2q. If we identify both H1pL1q and H1pL2q with Zn´1, then g P GLpn ´ 1,Zq.

This map induces a natural map on the corresponding group rings Z2rH1pL1qs Ñ

Z2rH1pL2qs, denoted by g as well. Thus, we have two augmentations of ApΛq to

Z2rH1pL2qs: ε1 “ g ˝ εL1 and ε2 “ εL2 . Since the two fillings L1 and L2 are isotopic

through a family of exact Lagrangian fillings, according to [EHK16, Theorem 1.3],

we know that ε1 and ε2 are chain homotopic. In other words, there exists a degree 1

map H : ApΛq Ñ Z2rH1pL2qs such that H ˝ B “ ε1´ ε2 as one can see from following

diagram, where Ci denotes degree i part of ApΛq.

C´1

H

%%

oo C0

H

%%

Boo

ε1
��
ε2
��

C1
Boo oo

0oo Z2rH1pL2qsoo 0oo oo

Note that Λ has a Lagrangian projection (as shown in Figure 6.3) such that no Reeb

chords are in negative degree. Hence C´1 “ 0 and ε1 ´ ε2 “ H ˝ B “ 0. Therefore

ε1 “ ε2, i.e. the diagram (6.1) commutes.

Remark 6.3.2. For any DGA A that vanishes on degree ´1 part, by the same argu-

ment, we have that two augmentations ε1 and ε2 of A are chain homotopic if and only

if they are identically the same. For a more general criteria of two augmentations to

be chain homotopic, one can check [NRS`15, Proposition 5.16].
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Therefore, in order to distinguish exact Lagrangian fillings, we only need to dis-

tinguish their induced augmentations up to a GLpn ´ 1,Zq action. Observing the

formula of the augmentation εσ in Theorem 6.2.4, we get a combinatorial way to

define the number of terms in εσpbiq for i “ 1, . . . , n as follows.

Definition 6.3.3. For each permutation σ of t1, . . . , nu and any number i P t1, . . . , nu,

we define Cσ :“ pC1
σ, C

2
σ, . . . , C

n
σ q, where Ci

σ “ |S
i
σ| ` 1.

Example 6.3.4. We compute the vector Cσ for all the permutations σ of t1, 2, 3u

as follows.

σ p1, 2, 3q p1, 3, 2q „ p3, 1, 2q p2, 1, 3q p2, 3, 1q p3, 2, 1q

Cσ p1, 2, 2q p1, 3, 1q p2, 1, 3q p3, 1, 2q p2, 2, 1q

Proposition 6.3.5. If two exact Lagrangian fillings Lσ1 and Lσ2 are exact La-

grangian isotopic, then Cσ1 “ Cσ2. In other words, the vector Cσ is an invariant

of the exact Lagrangian filling Lσ up to exact Lagrangian isotopy.

Proof. Using the formula in Theorem 6.2.4, we first show that Ci
σ is the number

of terms in εσpbiq. In order to do that, we need to prove that εσpbiq as a sum of

monomials can not be shorter, i.e, no terms in εσpbiq can be canceled by another

term. First, replace sn with ps1 ¨ ¨ ¨ sn´1q
´1. If i ‰ n, then each term of εσpbiq is one

of the following forms:

1. si;

2. s´1
k

ź

jPS

s´2
j for some k ‰ i P t1, . . . , n´ 1u and a subset S Ă t1, . . . , n´ 1u that

does not contain i, k (can be a empty set);

3.
ź

jPT

s´1
j

ź

kRT

sk for some subset T Ă t1, . . . , n ´ 1u that does not contain i (can

be a empty set).
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If i “ n, each term of εσpbnq can be either s´1
1 ¨ ¨ ¨ s´1

n´1 or the form p2q above. Com-

paring degrees of s1, . . . , sn´1 of each term, we know that no terms can be canceled.

If Lσ1 and Lσ2 are exact Lagrangian isotopic, by Lemma 6.3.1, there is a map g :

Z2rH1pL1qs Ñ Z2rH1pL2qs such that g ˝ εL1 “ εL2 . Note that the map g on the group

rings Z2rH1pL1qs Ñ Z2rH1pL2qs is induced from an invertible map H1pL1q Ñ H1pL2q

and thus g maps a monomial to a monomial. Therefore εσ1pbiq and εσ2pbiq have the

same number of terms, i.e., Cσ1 “ Cσ2 .

We say that two permutations σ1 and σ2 of t1, . . . , nu are isotopy equivalent

if they are equivalent via a sequence of relations of the form

p. . . , i, j, . . . , k, . . . q „ p. . . , j, i, . . . , k, . . . q where i ă k ă j. (6.2)

By [EHK16], if σ1 and σ2 are isotopy equivalent, the corresponding exact Lagrangian

fillings Lε1 and Lε2 are exact Lagrangian isotopic and hence Cσ1 “ Cσ2 . Conversely,

we have the following Lemma.

Lemma 6.3.6. If Cσ1 “ Cσ2, then σ1 and σ2 are isotopy equivalent.

Proof. If σ1p1q “ k, then Ck
σ1
“ 1. So Ck

σ2
“ 1, i.e., we have that Skσ2

“ H. If

σ2p1q ‰ k, assume the element in σ2 right before k is l, i.e. σ2

`

σ´1
2 pkq´ 1

˘

“ l. Note

that l R Skσ2
, i.e. there exists i such that l ă i ă k or k ă i ă l and σ´1

2 piq ą σ´1
2 plq.

Note that i ‰ k and hence σ´1
2 piq ą σ´1

2 pkq “ σ´1
2 plq ` 1. Thus we can use the

relation (6.2) to switch l and k. In this way we can switch k to the first position in

σ2, i.e. σ2p1q “ k “ σ1p1q.

By induction, assume σ2piq “ σ1piq for i ă l and σ1plq “ k. We have Skσ1
Ă Skσ2

.

The assumption Ck
σ2
“ Ck

σ1
implies that |Skσ1

| “ |Skσ2
| and hence Skσ1

“ Skσ2
. If

σ2plq ‰ k, for a similar reason as above, one can switch k to the l-th position and

get σ2plq “ σ1plq. Therefore, we have that σ1 and σ2 are isotopy equivalent.
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Theorem 6.3.7. If n is odd, the Cn exact Lagrangian fillings of the Legendrian p2, nq

torus knot Λ from the algorithm in [EHK16] are all of different exact Lagrangian

isotopy classes.

Proof. If two augmentations σ1 and σ2 are not isotopy equivalent, by Lemma 6.3.6, we

have Cσ1 ‰ Cσ2 . According to Proposition 6.3.5, the corresponding exact Lagrangian

fillings Lσ1 and Lσ2 are not exact Lagrangian isotopic. Therefore, the Legendrian

p2, nq torus knot has at least Cn exact Lagrangian fillings up to exact Lagrangian

isotopy.

Corollary 6.3.8. When n is even, the Legendrian p2, nq torus link Λ has at least Cn

exact Lagrangian fillings.

Proof. Start with the Legendrian p2, n`1q-knot Λ0 and label its degree 0 Reeb chords

from left to right by b1, . . . , bn`1 as usual. Let Σ be the exact Lagrangian cobordism

from Λ to Λ0 that corresponds to a pinch move of Λ0 at bn`1. For any permutation

σ of t1, . . . , nu, the exact Lagrangian filling Lσ of Λ gives an exact Lagrangian filling

of Λ0 by concatenating with Σ on the top. This new exact Lagrangian filling of Λ0

corresponds to the permutation σ̃ “ pn ` 1, σp1q, . . . , σpnqq of t1, 2, . . . , n ` 1u, i.e.,

it is the filling Lσ̃ of Λ0. Note that Cn`1
σ̃ “ 1. Moreover, we have that Ci

σ̃ “ Ci
σ

for i “ 1, . . . , n ´ 1 and Cn
σ̃ “ Cn

σ ` 1. Thus Cσ̃ is determined by Cσ. Therefore,

by Proposition 6.3.5 and Lemma 6.3.6, if two permutations σ1 and σ2 of t1, . . . , nu

are not isotopy equivalent, their induced permutations σ̃1 and σ̃2 of t1, . . . , n ` 1u

are not isotopy equivalent. According to Theorem 6.3.7, the corresponding exact

Lagrangian fillings Lσ̃1 and Lσ̃2 of Λ0 are not exact Lagrangian isotopic. Hence Lσ1

and Lσ2 are not exact Lagrangian isotopic.
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